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Problems of Agricultural Adjustmentr 
Agricultural regions face a multitude of economic and social prob= 
lems arising from resource adjustmentso The resource adjustments are 0 
in part 9 made by farm operators to meet changes in the markets they face 
and changes in the technology they useo The magnitude and importance 
of past agricultural adjustments are shown by the reduction in farm 
numbers and the declining nature of many communities in agricultural re-
gionso The nature and magnitude of future adjustments need to be esti-
mated to guide decisions in all sectors of the areavs economy. 
The need for resource adjustments in the agricultural sector stems 
from changing technologies used by agricultur~ and the economic envir-
onment of agriculture as a wholeo Agriculture is generally character= 
ized as a high fixed cost~ declining average cost industryo As prices 
received by farmers decline relative to the prices paid by farmers~ the 
individual operator strives to either produce more with the same total 
cost of production or to produce the same output with lower total costso 
In both instances the operator is attempting to lower the average cost 
per unit of outputo Attempting to produce more at the same total cost 
tends to aggravate the problem of excess supply~ and the prices received 
by farmers may be forced down even moreo 
l 
2 
Historically agriculture has increased suppiy in the face offal-
ling farm prices. The introduction of cost reducing and/or output in-
creasing technologies can account for this phenomenon. The adoption of 
cost reducing and/or output increasing technologies is the correct de-
cision for· the individual but is the wrong action in so far as the indus-
try is concerned, · as it increases the total quantity supplied as prices 
fall. 
The development of new agricultural technologies has enabled 
individual farm operators to increase total output and output per acre 
and to reduce cost per unit of output. Changes in mechanical technology 
have enabled anindividual to farm more land and have created pressures 
for farm enlargement. The use of the tractor on the farm reduced--or 
more realistically eliminated--the need for horses and mules as power 
sources. The replacement has allowed land formerly used to support 
this workstock to be used to produce salable agricultural commodities, 
thus increasing the total supply of products available. 
Another area of supply increasing adjustments has been the in-
creased use of commercial fertilizers, pesticides, higher yielding 
crop varieties and improved cropping practices·. These technologies 
enable the individual farm operator to increase output per unit of land 
and per unit of machinery. Thus, with labor-saving machinery and cost-
reducing and/or output increasing technologies, the individual farm 
operator has been able to survive as an economic unit by expanding farm 
size both extensively and intensively as prices received decline. 
Extensive expansion has increased the demand for land and land prices 
have increased. The increased cost of the land resource requires a high-
er return in terms of dollars per acre to make the investment profitable• 
To obtain higher dollar returns per acre the farmer must either increase 
output per acre at approximately the same cost or reduce cost per acre 
with approximately the same output. Since the individual farmer will 
attempt to increase output in respon~e to falling prices and the in-
creased output will drive prices down even more, returns become less 
than costs for 'tlany operators and they are "forced" out of agriculture. 
The process of adjustment of the human resource out of agriculture has 
been continuing since the 1930's and current prospects are that it will 
continue for some time in the future. 
The outlook for the individual resource owner may appear to be a 
bit dismal. However, when one looks at individual farms, many appear 
to be quite profitable in terms of total net income. These farms are 
able to obtain an "opportunity cost" return on fixed resources, in-
eluding operator's labor and management, by having low variable costs 
of production and by having optimum combinations of inputs and outputs 
for the market situations they face. 
Study. Objectives 
The overall objective of the study is to determine the effects of 
future resource adjustments in agriculture on the other sectors of the 
economy in Southwestern Oklahoma. Specific objectives are to determine 
the effect of the agricultural resource adjustments upon: 
1) Population in the area. 
2) Employment in the nonagricultural sector. 
3) Personal incomes in the area. 
4) Total volume of trade in retail, wholesale and service firms 
in the area. 
4 
The Ulformtion obtained will.· provide an indication of the needed 
economic development in other induetries to maintain the total economic 
activity of the area. The reaults also will provide vital infor111&tion 
to businessmen in making locational and investment decisions. It will 
provide guides to co111111nities in aaaeaaing their future and in planning 
for social-governmental services such as schools, roads, public power 
and wter aupply. Perhaps one of the most important factors ia that it 
will ahow the need for opportunities for the displaced human resource• 
in the region. With guides provided, more orderly development of the 
region 'a total economy, with respect to its resour·cea, can be accom-
plished. 
Study . Area· 
Description of the Study Area 
Southwestern Oklahoma is included in the region generally con-
sidered the Great Plains. The Great Plains is delineated by special 
characteristics, mainly rainfall, topography, and vegetation. The 
actual study area involved includes Beckham, Caddo, Comanche, Cotton, 
Grady, Greer, Harmon, Xiova, Jackaon, Tillman,and Washita counties 
(see Figure 1) • Many of the probl--. of resource adjust•nts in the 
Great Plains region are present in the study area. The problems are 
a general lack; of nonfarm employment opportun!ties for displaced farm 
labor; high risk with respect to weather conditions for a given time 
period; great distances to central .. rkets, although there are many mar-
ket outlets in: t.b:e area; and few crop alternatives because o·f the cli-
matic conditions of the area. Another factor involved in the choice of 
the 11 county area ia. the recent at~ done on estimating future 
5 
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Develop•nt of the Study Area 
The Great Plains region waa developed in a manner somewhat different 
from many other regions in .the United States in that it was settled under 
the BoMstead.Lawa, the first .of which ·was enacted in 1862. The1e laws 
provided that a person could acquire 160 .acres of land at $1.25 per acre 
if he lived on the land and farmed it for five years. Payment was spread 
over time. Later laws provided for free land upon "proving up" and pro-
vided for larger parcels of land--up to 640 acres under the Desert Land 
2 .. 
Act. 
Oklahoma is different from other states in the Great Plains region 
as it was originally set aside as Indian Territoty.3 It was not until 
the late 1870's and the 1880'• that a great deal of pressure was brought 
to bear upon the Federal government to open Oklahoma, or Indian Terri-
tory, as, it was called, for ho•steading and settlement by the non-Indians. 
Before Indian Territory could be opened for settlement, the United States 
government had to obtain the land from the Indians. This was done by 
giving (or rather forcing) allotments of lands held by tribes as com-
munal lands to indivtdual tribal members. The :remaining land (after 
allotment) was purchased from the tribes by the Federal government for 
1i». L. Strickland. Jr., J. s. Plaxico, and w. r. Lagrone, Minimum 
.I:!!! Reguirpents ,!!g_ Adjust•nts !2I. Specified Income Levels, South-
Western Oklahoma (Bulletin B-608, Stillwater, ·1963). · 
2 Rqland R. Renne,~ Economics (New York, 1958), p. 498. 
3Victor E. Barlow, Oklahoma.~ Origin!!.esl Development . (Oklahoma 
City,1949) . 
4, 
the purpose of homesteading. 
7 
The actual ho•steading of Oklahoma was done through several "land 
rushes". The first rush was in 1889 in Central Oklahoma on land that had 
not been assigned to any particular Indian tribe. The land in this area 
was laid out in 160-acre tracts for homesteads. The settler rushed for 
the parcel of land that he wanted at a signal given at noon on the 22nd 
of Apri1, 1889. Within one day the entire region was homesteaded.5 
Southwestern Oklahoma was opened for settlement at three different 
times. Tpe first opening was a land rush on April 19, 1892 for 160-acre 
homesteads on land that was formerly the Cheyenne-Arapahoe Reservation . 
From this land opening, part of Beckha~ County and all of Washita County 
was settled, along with several other counties just to the north of the 
study area. 6 However, Beckham County was not formed until later. 
The second opening was the assignment of the region called Greer 
County to the Oklahoma Territory in 1896. Greer County was included in 
Texas until this time, but boundary verification indicated that it should 
be included in Oklahoma Territory, as the Territory had been defined by 
7 Congress . From the original Greer County, present day Greer, Harmon, 
Jackson,and the southern part of Beckham county were formed. 
The third and last opening involved in the settlement of South-
western Oklahoma was the Kiowa-Comanche-Washita Opening in the summer of 
1901. This land opening was carried out by lottery for 13,000 tracts of 
4Ibid., Chapters 38 and 39. 
5 Ibid., Chapter 39. 
6 266 . Ibid., p. 
7 268. Ibid., p. 
8 
160 acres each. In or.der to file a claim, an individual had to be eli-
8 gible for a homestead under the Bome•tead Act. The present day counties 
of Caddo, Comanche, Cotton, Kiowa, Tillman,and part of Grady were formed 
from the Kiowa-Comanche-Washita Opening. 'lbe remaining part of Grady 
county was formed from the Chickasaw reservation at the time of statehood 
in 1907. 
Southwestern Oklahoma was settled, for the most part, by homesteaders 
on 16d-acre tracts obtained in the land rushes. Being settled in this 
manner, numerous smaller towns were created to serve the needs of the many 
farm families in the area. This large number of relatively small farms 
of 160 acres lasted until the 1930's, when the economic conditions forced 
many farmers into bankruptcy and the consolidation of farms began. Tech-
nological innovations, which have appeared since the late 1920'•, enabled 
the farm c.onsolidation to take place with relative ease. As farm con-
aolidation took place, the farm population declined, reducing the need 
for the many small communities·· in · the area·. 
Nature and Magnitude of Past Area Adjustments 
In Southwestern Oklahoma many changes have taken place within the 
agricultural sector of the region'• economy. The most noticeable change 
has been the reduction in fara numbers. In 1930 there were 36,971 farms 
in this 11 county region.9 Thia number had been reduced to 15,061, in 
8Ibid ., pp . 268-270 . 
9 . 
United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U. s. 
Census .2!,Agriculture !2lQ., Vol . II, Part 2, (Washington, 1932). 
9 
· · 10 1960, a .total gecrease of 21,910 farms. During this same period the 
rural population decreased from 254,924 to 127,071, a reduction of 
11 127,853 persons. These changes represent a 60 percent reduction in the 
number of farms and a 50 percent reduction in rural population. With the 
reduction in farm numbers and a slight increase in acres farmed, the aver-
age farm size has gone from 155.1 acres in 1930 to 386.5 acres in 1960, 
or more than doubled. 
Adjustments have also been taking place in the nonagricultural sec-
tor of the economy in Southwestern Oklahoma. The number of firms eqgaged 
in the sale of consumer goods and services has declined from approximately 
5,324 in 192912 ·: to 4,335 in 1962 •13 While the number of firms selling 
consumer goods and services has been declining the volume of business done 
by the firms has in.creased from $326,913,000 to $470,817,000'.,(adjusted 
with 1957-59 = 100 base). The increase in sales and decrease in the num-
ber of fitms indicates that there are economies of size in the sale of 
, . 
consumer goods and that the management· of these firms have taken advantage 
: 
10united States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U. S. 
Census of . Agriculture :!2! . .-, Oklahoma .. J1.2.2.t. VoL 1, Part .. 36, (Washingto1:1, ., 
1961) . 
_:1w. N. Peach, , R • . W • . Poole, and J .• D.~ Tarver,, . County. Building Block 
Data fo.r .. Regional -::.Analysis,. Oklahoma (Stillwater, 1965) . 
12 . · · . · 
United States Department .of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U. S. 
Census £!. Manufactures, :: 1929, . V<?,~.• .. I~I (Washington, 1933) . ~ . Census 
£i Distribution 1930, Vol. I, Part 3, and Vol. II (Washington, 1934) • 
The estimate of number of service firms in 1929 is based upon ' the u. s . 
Census £i Business, Service· Establishments, 1935, Vol. II (Washington 1937) . 
13 United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U. S. 
Census of Business, 1963, Nos. BC 63-SH38, BC 63-WA38, and BC 63-RA3_8 _ 
(Washington, 1~65). 
10 
of the econ9mies of size. Part of the gain in economic activity can be 
attributed to the growth and opening of three military bases in this area 
and part must be attributed to increased demand for services. These two 
factors have increased the total volume of trade more than trade has been 
reduced by the agricultural adjustments during the same period. The in-
creased demand for services appears in many ways. Consumers want more ser-
vices incorporated into the items they purchase. For example, they want 
ready-to-wear clothing rather than cloth_ to make their own, and foods p~p-
cessed to facilitate home preparation rather than doing their own process-
ing. Along with the demand for increased service$ incorporated into con-
sumer goods, new technologies have enabled the development of many new con-
sumer items. Television is a prime example of this. All these factors have 
l ed to the increase in economic activity. 
From 1930 . to present the total population in Southwestern Oklahoma has 
declined o Between 1930 and 1950 the population of the area went from 
323,648 to ·250;848, ·a decline of 72,800. From 1950 to 1960 there was an in-
crease of 16,044 to 266;892~14 The recent increase can be attributed to 
increasing the military personnel in the area. Without the three bases 
the downward trend in population, no doubt, would have continued . 
Another important point with respect to population has been the in-
creasing number of persons over the age 65. In 1930 there were 12 ,147 
persons over 65 in the area, while in 1960 there were 26,885 . 15 This 
group, generally considered the retired population, has increased whil e the 
total population has decreased . 
14 Peach, Poole and Tarver. 
15Ibid. 
11 
Thus Southwestern. Oklahoma is a changing area, both in t er ms of t ot al 
economic characteristics and in terms of the economi c characterist ics of 
the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors. The area is one wi t h a declin-
ing population, particularly when the military installations are excluded 
from the data. Firms, both farm and nonfarm, are experiencing some type of 
economies of size as firm numbers are decreasing and volume of bus iness per 
firm is increasing. Another important fact is the growing percentage of 
total population that is over 65 years of age. This i ndicates that the youn-
ger people are leaving the area in large numbers and that t he productive 
members of the area are declining, bot h number-wise and percent age-wise . 
CHAPT}!:R·Il 
ANALrTJ('.:AL ;FRAMEWORK 
The first phase in estimating the effect of agricultural adjust•nt 
on total e·Crodomic activity in an area is to. obtain an estimate or a pro-
jection of the adjustmentso Given the estimate of the future structure of 
.farming, changes in the demand for productive inputs can be determined. 
. . I 
. ( 
Also, c~nges in consumption exeenditurea by farm families can be e-.ti-
mated. The change in the demand for agricultural productive inputs and 
consumption expenditures by farm families is considered tlie triggering 
mechanism J.'eading to other adjuat•nts of interest in this study • 
. The .second phase in the analysis is to determine the impact of the 
c~~~ 1n·far1i sector purchases of productive inputs and consumer goods 
and services on the nonfarm sector of .the .economy. It 1s suspected that 
the impact will be mos·t severe on retail sales and service establishments 
of the region. Iii estimating the change, multiplier analysis, including 
population, employment, and exp~diture multipliers, is used. It is as• 
aumed that manufacturing and mining activities will be maintained at their 
1960 level unless otherwise stated. 
The reaults are used to estimate the needed increase in economic acti-
vity in the area to: 1) maintain the present level of economic activity 
and 2) pr,ovide for economic development o The results also measure the need 
for labor migstion, other resource transfers, and inter• and intra-area 
nonfarm fira adjU8tm11te. 
12 
13 
Theo·rized Economic Linkage· in· Southwestern Oklahoma 
. . r 
Clearly, strong interdependence between the agricultural and the non-
agricultural sectors of the economy in Southwestern Oklaho~ is assu.-ad. 
It is the magnitude of the interdependence that is of primary conce~. In 
attempting to determine quantitatively.the interdependence between th,•-
jor sectors, the economic linkage between all sectors and subsectors -.ust 
be traced. The economic linkage model for Southwestern Oklahoma includes 
three 11&jor sectors: agriculture, nonagriculture and import-export. Fig-
ure 2 shows the intersector flows of goods and services within the study 
area ~dicating the theorized economic linkage. 
The agricultural sector supplies agricultural products, demands agri-. . . 
cultural productive:,.inputs and services directly related to agricultural 
-: 
production, and'deunds consu•r goods and services for farm families. 
Many of th~ products for export originate from the agricultural sec-
~~ .:· . 
tor of. the area. The demand for goods and services, both for the agricul-
tural productive inputs and con•umer goods and setvices, is met by the 
nonagricultural sector. 
The nonagricultural sector is divided into four eubaectors: retail, ... 
wholeeale and·aervice ealee; mining and manufacturing; governmental ser-
vices; and retired populationo '!be nonagricul·tural sector and each sub-
sector include·· eupply and· de•nd activities~ With the exception of the 
manufactured products, oil, and minerals supplied by the mining and unu-
facturiug aubsector, all items supplied by the ,onagricultural sector are 
assumed to be demanded from within the study area by either the nonagri-
cultural aecto~ or the agricultural sector. The demands of the_nonagri-





























~ Oil, and Other 
Mll.nerals 
.("Agricultural Products, (2) Import-Export 
Sector 
(1) Nonagricultural population supplies labor to the retail, wholesale and service sales; mining and 
manufacturing;and government subsectors and dem~nds public services and consumer goods. 
(2) The products go through marketing £inns in the retail, wholesale, and service sales subsecto:t. 
Figure 2, Theorized Intersector Economic Flows in Southwestern Oklahoma. j,,,& 
~ 
15 
of finished consumer goods and productive inputs sold by the retail, whole-
sale, and service sales subsector. A sm~ll amount of agricultural products 
for processing into ,productive inputs' is· also demanded by the retail, whole-
sale, and service sales subsector. Thus the nonagricultural sector provides 
manufactured products, oil, and other minerals for export from the area, and 
imports finished consumer goods and productive inputs for sale within the 
areao The nonagricultural sector provides the agricultural sector with 
purchased productive inputs and consumer goods and services. It also pro-
vides a limited market for some agricultural products. 
The import-export sector provides the linkage of Southwestern Okla-
homa's economy with the economic activity of the United States as a whole. 
It is through the import-export sector that all items produced but not 
consumed or consumed but not produced within the study area must flow. 
The division of the economy of Southwestern Oklahoma into the three 
sectors and four subsectors is used to show how changes in one sector--
agriculture--affect the other sectors. '.I'he reason for the division of 
the nonagricultural sector into four subsectors is that it isolates the 
subsector of the economy that will be most affected by changes in agri-
cultural resource uses, retail, wholesale, and service sales. The di-
vision also isolates the mining and manufacturing subsector, which is 
considered unaffected by agricultural adjustments but which might provide 
·possibilities for economic development of the area. 
Theoretical Economic Interdependence Model 
The economic model used for estimating the total impact of agdcul-
tura.l resource adjustments describes the linkages or interdependence of 
16 
the various sectors and subsectors of the economy in a primarily rural area 
such as Southwestern Oklahoma. The model is designed to show how a ch,nge 
in employment, expenditures, or personal incomes in any one sector or sub-
sector of a rural area economy will affect the other sectq~s and sub~ectors 
in terms of employment, volume of trade, and personal income. 
The model. consists of five basic equations. Included in the basic 
equations are one functional relationship, indicating how nonagricultural 
employment is influenced by changes in agricultural employment, and. four 
.identity statements which describe the composition of: 1) total popula-
tion, 2) total employment, 3) total personal income, and-4) total volume 
... 
of trade in the retail, wholesale, and service sales subsector. Within 
each of the four basic identity statements, changes in one or two key vari-
ables are. expressed as functional relationships. In total there are eight 
coefficients in the five equation model. Of the eight coefficients, six 
are essentially multipliers of various types. The other two coefficients 
are the per capita consumption expenditures for the agricultural popula-
tion and the nonagricultutal population. The five basic equations and 
their estimating forms are: 
1.0 AL2 == bl~Ll -
2.0 p ... pl+ p2 + P3 
... 
2.1 p ... pl + p2 + p3 
2.2 p ==pl+ (P2 + b2 AL2) + p3 
3.0 L =- Ll + L2 
3.1 L == Ll + L3 + L4 + LS 
... 
3.2 L ~ L1 + L3 + L4 + ~S .. 
3 .3 L • L1 + (L3 + b~ ~C) + L4 + (L5 + b4 AP) 
4.2 y = y· +·Y + y + y· +·Y p pl P3 .P4 . P5 p 6 
4o3 y = y + (Y + b5 ~C) +Y + (Y + b6 AP) +Y p pl P3 . P4 P5 p6 
s.o c = c1 + c2 + c3 
5.1 c = c1 + c2 + c3 
A A 
5.2 C = c1 + b7 Pl+ b8(P2 + P3) 
Where: 
L • Total. E~loyment·', 
'L = Agr:i,.cµlturat .. Employment 
1 ' . ~ 
L2 = NonagriculturaLEmployment (L3 + .L4 + .LS,} 
L3 = Retail~ Wholesale,.· and .. Service Sales Employment 
t 4 = Mining. and .. Manufacturing. Employment 
Ls = ~yerninent_.Employ.ment 
· P = To.ta!' Population. 
P1 = Agricultural. Population. 
'p 2 = Nonagricultural .. P.opulation 
P3 = Retired Population (persons over 60) 
Y = Total Personal Income 
p 
Y = Personal Income to Agriculture pl 
Y = Personal Income to Nonagriculture (P3 + P4 +PS+ P6) 
P2 
Y = Personal Income to Retail, Wholesale,and Service Sales 
P3. 
Yp 4 = Personal Income to Mining and Mandf.actur.1n,g : 
17 
Y .. Personal Income to Government 
P5 
Y •. Pe:rs.onal Income .. to .Betired Population 
p6 
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c • · Total Volume '.Of ·Trade· in Retail; .Wholesale, and ·Service Sales 
Subsector (C1 + c2 + C,) 
c1 ·• Demand for.Productive 111,puts and Senices by Agricultu:ce 
c2 ··~ Demand for Consumer,. Ga.ods and Services by Agri'c\ilture 
C! • ·nemand .. for . Consumer . Goods ud Services by No:nagticul.tue 
b1 • "Basic - Derivative'' E111Plo)nlleut Multiplier 
b2 • ''Nonagricultural-Ema>.loyment - Population" Multiplier 
b3 • !'Exp..eudit.ure- ~- Employmeut!!.~Multiplier~ 
b4 = '.'Pc;;pu.l:ation - Government Employment" Multiplier 
b5 . • '~:Qeniltur11 ... Personal lnco11ie~'.ltu+tiplier . 
b6 • ''Population-.Govern.meutal Personal Incomeif.Multiplier 
b 7 • Agricultural Per Capita Consu111Ption 
b8. •.Nonagricultural.Per Cap.it.a.Consumption 
Equation lo<> ·c 6L2 • bl, 6L1) describes the relationship of a change in 
the nonagricultural labor force to a change in the agricultural labor force. 
. . . " The coefficient b1 is a ''basic-derivativ&0 eUlJ>loyment multiplier. This 
particular multiplier indicates how a change in agricultural employment 
(M.1 ), considered t0> be in the bask employment, affects nonagricuitural em-
ployment (AL2). e:,m.sidf,Y~d tc b~,, ia! the derivcl!tive or seirvilee employment o It 
is through equation 1.0 and a predetermined estimate of the change in ag• 
ricultural employment that the analysis of ~he iq,act of agricultural ~e-
source use adjustments on the nonagricultural sector of the economy i~ 
initiated. Equati'on L() gives an estimate 9f the change in nonagricultural 
employment, (1U.2). 
Equation 2.0 (P = P1 + P2 + P3) is the identity statement describing 
I~ .' 
t.be composition of the population in the l$tudy area. The change 1n total 
16 . See pages 30-36 for a discussion of the ''basic. derivative" employ-
ment concept • 
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population depends upon changes in th~ level of employn,tent _in both the 
agricultural and the nonagricultural. sectors of the economyo Since all 
changes are assumed to originate in the agricultural .sector, the p;rojec-
ted agricultural population (P1) is a predetermined variable obtained 
'• 
from the estimate of agricultu·ral employment o The retired population 
(P3) is assumed to remain at its pretJent level in the analysis. The 
change in the nonagricultural population is assumed to be dependent 
... 
upon changes in the nonagricultural employment, that is AP2 • b2 AL2• 
... •. 
where AL2 is estimated in · equation LO o Equation 2 o2 (P • Pl + [t» 2 .. 
+ b2 AL2] + P3) is used to project the total population of the study 
I 
area. In essence, the projected population is the sum of the prede-
termined agricultural population (P1), the assumed unchanging retired 
population (P3) • and the present nonagricu_ltural :population (P2) .plus 
the change in nonagricultural population (6P2)o The coefficient b2, 
a~pearing in equation 2o2, can be considered: the "nonagricultural em~ 
. •. ';. "·\:.. ' 
ployment-population" mui"tiplier, as it indicates how P2 changes with L2 • 
Equations 3o0 (L • L1 + t 2.) and 3ol (L • t 1 + t 3 + t 4 + t 5) are 
the identity statements which describe the levels of employment in the 
major sectors and the subsectors of the econolJl:Y,,:of the study areao 
A A A 
Equation 3.2 (L ""··t1 + t 3 + L4 + t 5) is the general form of the equa-
tion used in predicting future employment levels c Two . "".~riables in··. 
equation 3o2 are estimated within the model: t 3, projected employment 
A 
in the retail, wholesale, and service sales sector; and L, projected s 
government employment G The predetermined variables in both-._eq~ation 
3o2 and 3o3 are t 1, t~e projected level of agricultural employment, and 
t 4, employment in the mining and manufacturing subsector, which is 
assumed to be unchanging for the purposes of this studyo 
The change in t 3 is assumed to be related to the change in the 
total volume of trade in the retail, wholesale, and service sales 
subsector; tha~ is, AL3 = b3 AC. The change in t 5, governmental 
employment, is assumed to be related to changes in total population; 
that is, ALS = b4AP. The projected total employment by sectors 
and subsectors of the study area can be estimated with equation 
3.3 if the change in the volume of trade in the retail, wholesale, 
and service sales subsector and the change in total population are 
known. 
In this study an estimate of the change in population is ob-
tained from·equations 2.0 .~nd 2.2, enabling LS to be determined. 
The change in the total labor force essentially is estimated when 
AL2 is determined in equation 1.0. Knowing Land LS' equation 
A A 
3.3 (L = L1 + [L3 + b3AC] + t 4"' + [LS + b4AP] ) is. solved for the 
change in the total volume of trade in the retail; wholesale, 
and service sales subsector, AC. Given AC, t 3 is obtained from 
. A 
the relaJionship t 3 + t 3 = b3ac. !~~s, in this particular study, 
equation 3o3 is use4 to determine first Ls• then AC 9 and finally 
., 
L3 o If an estimate of 'th~ total change in C and P were available, 
A "' A 
then L 3 11 L 5 9 and L could be estimated . directly o 
The coefficient b3 can Be considered an "expenditure-employ-
. . 
ment" multiplier which relates changes in the employment in the 
retail 11 wholesale, and service sales subsector to changes ::l:n the 
volume of trade in the f$me subsectoro The coefficient b4 is 
essentially a 11 poptJlat:1.on-gover11n1ent employment' multiplier re-





Equations 4 • 0 (Y' = Y · + Y · ) and 4 .1 (Y · = Y + Y + Y · + · Y 
p pl P2 . p pl P3 P4 P5 
+Y . . . " ... , .. 
p6) identify the source of totfl perr;sonal income in th,e area by 
,. 
sectors and subsectors respectively. The general equation used for pro-
jecting personal income is 4.2 (Y ~ Y + Y + Y + Y + Y ). 
p pl P3 P4 P5 p6 
Per-
sonal income to the 
facturing (Y ),and 
P4 
agricultural sector (Yp ), and. the mining and manu-
1 . 
retired population (Y ) subsectors of the nonagri-
P6 
cultural sector are assumed to be unchanging in this study. The re-
maining two variables in equation 4.2, personal income to the retail, 
wholesale, and service sales subsector (Y ) and to tne governmental 
P3 
subsector (Y ) are estimated within the model. 
P5 
Equation 4.3 (Y = Y + [Y + b56C] + Y + [YPs + b66P] + Yp6) p pl P3 P4 
includes the functional relationships used in estimating the changes 
in personal income to retail wholesale, and service firms (6Y = 
.. P3 
b56C) and the government (6Y = b66P) subsectors. 6C is obtained from 
.. P5 
equation 3.3 and AP is obtained from equations 2.0 and 2.2. Thus the 
projected personal incomes to the retail, wholesale, and service 
firms subsector (Y = 
A P3 
(Y . = Y + b66P) are 
P5 P5 
Y + b56c3) and to the government subsector 
P3 
obtained and the projected total personal in-
.. 
come in the study area (Y) is determined. 
p 
Coefficient b5 is a "consumption expenditure-personal income" 
multiplier as it indicates how personal tncome .in the retail, whole-
sale, and service sale subsector is affected by a change in consump-
tion expenditures of all types. The coefficient b6 is.a "popula-
. ~ion-governmental personal i~come" multiplier which indicates how 
personal incomes of governmental employees are affected by changes in 
total population. 
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Equation SoO (C • c1 + c2_ + c3) is the identity stat~ent that de-. 
lineates the sources of trade and the volume from each source~ the 
retail 9 wholesale8 and service firms aubsectors o The three sources of 
trade are: 1) the demand for productive inputs and services by agricul-
ture (c1) 8 2) the demand for consumer goods and services by the agri-
cultural population (C 2), and 3) the demand for consumer goods and 
services by the nonagricultural and retired po.pulations cc3) o To o~-
tain the projected volume of trade, c, equation 5o2 (C • c1 + b7P1 + 
.,. 
b8 (P2 + P3) is usedo The demand for productive inputs and services 
by agriculture is a predetermined variableo The demand for consumer 
goods and services by the agricultural and nonagricultural populatio.ns 
is assumed to be different,that is:, they have different per capita con-
sumption expendituzlwaso Thus, C • b7P10 where b is the per capita · 2 1 · 
consumption expenditure level for the agricultural ~o,pulation and 
c3 • b8 (P2 + P3), where b8 is the nonagricultural per capita consump-
tion expenditure levelo 
The interdependence model described above stresses the ~nfiu-
.,. 
ence of a change in agricultural resource use on the total economic 
activity within the atudy areao The equations and functional or cau-
sal relationships used in this model are thought to be representative 
of economic and demographic relationships as they exist within South-
western Oklahoma 0 and in other predominently rural areas in the Great 
Pla.ins regiono ,. 
Two major ideas or techniques ate involved in using the interde• , 
pendence modelo The first technique used is one that will give a real• 
istic esUmate of potential agricultural resource use adjustmentso The 
results of, minimum resource study of farm adjustmen,ts will be 
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utilized.to 9~tain the projected valu~a of L1e P1e C1e c2, and ¥pl• The 
set:orid major t~hniqµe. to .be. ut.Uized is multiplier aaalyaiso As in-.'· ... '·" .. . . . . . ,. 
di~ted above9 aiz of the parameters in the interdependence model a~, 
essent::i.a11y multiplierso In the next two sections of thi• chapter, 
the use .. of m:t.nimum resource models in resource use adjustment esti-
mation and the concept of the multiplier and multiplier analysis are 
discussedo 
·., 
Use of Minimum· bsource .. ·Mode-ls, in- Adjustment· Research 
; . . 
The estimate of adjusted agricultural resource use was obtainej 
... --·~ 
from previous resear~h for Southwestern Oklahomao17 The Strickl~ncl 
study uses a linear prog;ramming technique to d.etermine tile min~m 
set of resources n~eded to provide a given level of net income to an 
individual farm unito The primary objective of the adjus~ent study 
was to determine the minimum set of resources (land, labor, and capi-
tal) required to p~ovide a specified return to operator's labor aiid 
management in South,restern Oklahomao The specific objectives ~f 
the,· study were: 
1) To determine the minimum resources required· (land9 labor, and cap-
ital) .to obtain specified ,returns to farm operator's labor and 
managemento · 
2j' To determine the canbination of farm enterpriaes·eonsistent with 
JDi*um resource use for Jiven income levelso 
3) To determine the frber of farms in the area consistent wit)a these 
levels .of i~comeo . • . . . · . · 
Ttie a<ljuetment. ,tudy assumed that agriculture would adjust to its 
24 
most efficient organization9 given a set of assumptions or restrictions 
concerning technology, pric,es, and availability of the factors of produc-
19 tiono It is assumed that the technology and management used by the 
individual farms are the optimum available at the time of the study 
(1962)0 The prices used in the program are the estimates of the 1961 
prices received by farmers including the 1961 price support levels for 
crops that have supported priceso The land price used is based upop 
1961 land transactions in the area., An interest charge of six per-
cent is used for the cost of working capital and five percent for 
fixed capitalo Hired labor is assumed to receive $1000 per houro 
In the adjustment study, results were o~tained for three incopie 
levels: $3,000, $5,000,and $7 9 0000 These different income levels 
were selected to represent three levels of opportunity cost of farm-
ing and to represent the efficiency criterion of equating the returns 
to labor in alternative uses; ioe., labor used in agricultural jobs 
and in nonagricultural jobso For the purposes of the present study8 
the results for the $3,000 returns to operatorvs labor and ma,nage-
ment·are usedo 
There are several reasons for choosing this level of returns 
rather than a higher levelo First, $3,000 ~~ the residual af(e.r all 
other costs are paido It can be called the returns to operator's la-
bor and management when the particular operator owns no other re-
sourceso In this area at least a 50 percent equity in land® build-
ing\ machinery,-and other equipment is commono With this assumption8 
the farm organization has an opportunity cost charge of $2,917 for 
.19 . . 
. Ibido,PPo 11-180 
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the use of capitalo Thus 9 the farm family that has 50 percent equity 
has a net income of $5 9 917 a year, which is consistent with incomes re-
ceived. in nonfarm employmento Second 9 the farmer receives a somewhat 
lower annual cash income!!) but he is building an estate valued at 
approximately $1009 000 through the ac~uisition of land and capital 
gains on land investments, while the nonfarm worker does very little 
in the way of accumulating such a sizeable estate for retiremento A 
third argument in favor of using the $3 9 000 return is that the farm 
family traditionally has l,een willing to give up some cash income to be 
able to live on the farmo 
Using the adjustment projection based upon the $3,00~ ret:urn 
gives a conservative estimate of the potential change in farm numberso 
By using the conservative projection0 the likelihood of such a change 
; 
occurri.ng is increased 9 thus increasing the validity of the estimate of 
the i pact of agricultural resource adjustment on total economic acti-
vity in the study areao 
Along with estimating the minimum decrease in the number of farms 
for the three income goals, the adjusb.nent study determines the opti-
mum combination of crops and livestock to be produced on a typical 
farm and the optimum combinati~~ of inputs to use in the production of 
the crops and _livestocko Farm organizations were developed for the four 
predominent soil types in Southwestern Oklahoma and for different com-. 
linations of land and labor prices, assuming_current factor and product 
201n the adjustment study a 5 percent opportunity cost was used 
for capital o Table 13 :of the Strickland study gives an average of 
_$,il6 9 697 capital investment for adjusted agricultureo The $2 11 917 is 
obtained by multiplying $116 0 697 by 2o5 percento 
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priceso Variations in labor cost changed the organizations very littleo 
However, different levels of land price altered the estimated farm sizes 
considerably~ For example9 the progra111111ed farm size for the clay soils 
farm is 701 acres with the current land priceo With a 50 percent in-
crease in land price the programmed solution calls for an average farm 
size of 1~96 acres, an increase of 170 percento 21 
The farm plans used in this study are based on current labor and 
land prices usedo These plans 9 along with activity budgets,, are the 
main source of information for estimates of the future demand for pro-
ductive inputso The adjustment study gives an estimate of the change 
in farm numbers, and a basis for estimating demand for productive in-
puts and demand for consumer goods and services by the farm populationo 
Multiplier Analysis 
Aggregate Multipliers 
Given the projected changes in the demand for productive inputs 
and consumer goods and services by the agricultural sector of the 
economy0 how will the nonagricultural se~tor be affected? Isard sug-
gests the use of multiplier analysis in dealing with questions of this 
natureo This technique stresses the interrelations of sectors within 
a regional economy and the spread of changes in economic activity 
originating in any one sector to all other sectors 9 either directly 
or indirectlyo 22 
The concept of a multiplier effect in economics was developed by 
21strickland1 Appendix Bo 
22walter Isard, Methods 2.l Regional Analysis; ~ Introduction ~ 
· Regional Science_ (New York0 1960) 1 p'a 189 o -
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R. F. Kahn in 1931 a 23 The basis of Kahn° s analysis is tha t 0 given the 
propensity to consume, it is possible to estimate the quantitative rela-
tionship between primary employment and total employment o He .demon-
strated this by showing how secondary employment would be increased 
through an increase in public works employmento He stated that •n in-
crease in construction employment and in goods and services entering 
the construction sector would increase the demand for consumer goods . . 
and thus cause an increase in secondary employment,.o Kahn emphasized 
that leakages in the economic system could keep the process of employ-
ment creation from bringing al;,out full employmentl) thus a static gen-
eral equilibrium at less than full employment is po•sibleo The leak-
age results from the portion of the income arising from the increase 
in primary employment that is not spent (ioe. 0 saved), and is lost to 
the income streamo 
Using the concepts formulated by Kahn~ Keynes developed what 
he called the investment multipliero 24 Keynes placed the emphasis on 
the relationship between added investment and added incomeo He re-
.,. 
£erred to Kahn°s multiplier as an employment multiplier 0 as Kahn 
dealt with the relationship between basic employment and total em= 
ployment and the income induced by these two types of employment. 
Keynes points out that the two multipliers 0 investment and employment9 
do not ·have to be of the same magnitudeo Hcweveri, he stated that 
23R. F. Ke.hni) uThe Relation of Home In vestment to Unemployment " 
.Ih! Economic Journal® Volo 410 June 0 1931, ppo 179~98. 
24 John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory ,g! EmploYD1eut0 Inter-
.!!,S. !!!2. Money (Londonl!l 1960) I!) po 115 o 
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there would be no great harm done to the facts if it is assumed that the 
employment multiplier is equal to the investment multipliero25 
The basic assumptions of the Keynesian multiplier analysis are: 
1) real consumption expenditures are a stable function of real income 
and 2) the marginal propensity to conswne is greater than zero but less 
than oneo 26 These assumptions 0 in essence~ say that when real income 
increases (or decreases) real consumption will increas~ (or decrease) 
but less than incomeo If the marginal propensity to consume were equal 
to·one!) then income and consumption would increase (or decrease) by 
the same amount, Keynes u investment multiplier is defined as the re-
ciprocal of one minus the marginal propensity to consumeo 
Boulding developed what he calls the payments multiplier based up-
on the concept of an increase in total payments that wi11 result from 
an increase in payments from a single sourceo 27 This multiplier con-
28 cept is developed from his Theory of Pa~ents o He developed the pay-
meats multiplier using the idea of marginal ptopensity to spendo The 
latter concept is somewhat similar to th~ marginal propensity to con= 
sume of Keynes but it takes into account all transactions in the pay-
ments system0 not just expenditures from income earned from employ-
mento 
25 Ibidoo PPo 115=160 
26 
Gardner Ackley, Macroeconomic I.b!.9,n: (New Yorki; 1961) e 
Po 2190 
27Kenneth Eo Boulding, 
1950) 11 PPo 226=28 o 
28Ibidop Chapter 120 
! Recons true tion st · ... Eac..;ono;,s;;,;;;m;;;;;i ... c.,s (New·York11 
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Boulding is critical of the payments multiplier on three countso29 
The first is that it does not differentiate between payments that are 
independent of the volume of receipts and those that are dependent up-
on the volume of receiptso His second criticism is that it does not 
take into account changes in velocity of mo.:ri.ey 9 which is most important 
. in determining total economic activity under the neo-classical quanti= 
30 ty theory of moneyo The third criticism that Boulding has is that 
the payments multiplier does not take into account effects of th~ re-
distribution of the money stock and changes this might have on tµe mar= 
ginal propensity to spendo While he is critical of this multiplier 
for these reasonsti he concedes that useful estimates of increases (or 
decreases) in total economic activity resulting from an increase (or 
decrease) in expenditures in one sector or a single source can pe madeo 
The main difference between the Boulding payments multiplier and 
the Keynesian investment multiplier or the Kahn employment multiplier 
is that Boulding uses gross payments associated with the transfer of 
assets among sectors in the economy while Keynes and Kahn use only 
value added by the transfer of assets among sectorso 
The Keynesian and Boulding multipliers both show how changes in 
investment or employment in one sector of the economy will affect total 
activity of all sectors of an economyo The multiplier enables esti= 
mates of a final equilibrium level to be obtained quickly and with a 
reasonable degree of accuracyo Embodied in multiplier analysis is the 
29Ibido0 PPo 115=160 
30 Irving Fisher, .!h!, Purchasing Power .2!, Money {New Yorkti 1932) o 
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interdependence of the various sectors of an economyo 
Local and Regional Multipliers 
Recognition of the concept of the multiplier effect in economics 
has led to the development of the economic base study and the concept 
of local or regional multiplierso The concept of an economic'base and 
the resulting multipliers has been widely used in dea~ing with urban 
economic problems9 particularly with the pt~blem of economic growth 
and developmento A series of 14 articles by Andrews reviews mucp Qf 
31 
the previous work in the area of urban economic base analysiso 
Andrews discusses the problems asso~:iated with measurement,, defini-
tions,and uses of the concept in analytical worko In his articles there 
is no mention of application of the concept to an agricultural region,, 
with agriculture being considered the economic baseo 
An economic 'base study done by Palmer 0 eto alo,, was made in 12 
cities in the Great Plains Stateso32 In this particular study 0 agri-
culture was assumed to be the largest employer among the basic indus-
trieso The purpose of this study was not to trace the impact of chan-
ges in one sector of the economy to all other sectors9 but rather to 
observe and compare the multiplier coefficients of the 12 citieso How-
ever 9 agricultu~e was considered to be a basic industry in the study 
communitieso 
Regional or local multiplier studies can be designed to handle any 
number of variables a The most comprehensive regional multiplier analysis 
31 
Richard, Andrews," 10Mechanics of the Urban Economic Base/' Land 
Economics 9 Volo 29 to Volo llo May 1953 = Febo 19560 
32 
Edgar Palmer 0 I.hi. Community Economic Base and Multipliero Business 
Research Bulletin Noo 63 0 CUnivo of Nebraskae Lincoln 9 Nebo 0 19580) , 
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is input-output analysis 9 which involves div~sion of the regional econo-
my into many sectors, tracing the flows between the sectors and deter-
mining the interdependence among these sectorso The simplest regional 
multiplier ~11,8.lysis is that associated with economic base type studieso 33 
The model developed earlier in this chapter combines features of 
both economic base analysis and input=output analysisa The Ja\lltiplier 
analysis derived from the economic base study is used to intrdduce cluln-
1.'. 
ges in the four identity statements in the modela The four identity 
s~tements describe the economic interdependence0 in aggregate terma9 
of the various sectors and subsectors of the study area's economyo 
The economic base type of analysis is dependent upon the idp that 
some industries in a region are basic (primary) and some industries are 
derivative; or service (non-basic or residential) industries~ The ba-
sic industries are those that produce goods and services locally f.or 
sale outside the regiona The basic industries0 by exporting their por-
ducts!) provide means of payment for raw materials!) food,, and manufac-
tured products which are "imported°' into the regio~sa They also sup-
port the service or derivative industries which produce goods and ser-
34 vices f or"'··U&e within the region a 
The multiplier coefficient used in regional multiplier analysis 
is derived from the ratio of some quantifying measure of the service 
industries to the basic induetrieso ·The unit of measure used in many 
studies has been employmento Other units of measure that could be 
used are dollar flow!) payrolls!) and value addedo However 9 Palmer 
33Isard 9 Po 189a 
34Ibidoe Po 1900 
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auggeata use of employment because-~hanges 1n-eaip1o,1tent are closely re-
lated to changes in other units of mea,•utemento 1 Also, reliable anploy-
ment ~ta·are generally easier to obtain than reliable data on the oth,r 
units ·of nieaauremento 3S The multiplier coefficient obtained using em-
ployment as the unit of measure is the basic-derivative employment mul-
tipliero This multiplier indicates the approximate number of jobs in 
the derivative inclustries or firms that one job in the basic industry 
supportilo 
The economic base study technique can be used in forecasting fu-
ture economic activity of a region or cityo Andrews36 lists four ~tic 
.·:.·, 
steps in such a studyo The first step is to define and measure the 
total basic emplo,..ent in the area o Along with the estimate of basi~ 
employment, the total service or derivative employment in the study 
area is determined o The second step is the calculation of the propor-
tion of basic to derivative employmento The resulting ratio is called 
the basic-derivative employment multiplier o The third step in using 
an economic base study for predictive purposes is the estimation of 
the future trend in each sector of the economic baseo The final step 
is estimation of future employment in the service or derivative indus-
tries and estimation of the future population of the region9 based upon 
the future trend in basic employmento 
A simple illustration of the above four steps may clarify the use 
of the concept in predic tiono Assume that the total present employment 
in a region is 29 0000 Of the total9 800 persons are employed in the 
35Palmerp ,. PPo 47-Slo 
36 AndrewsD Volo 29, Po 1630 
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basic industry of the region, agriculture for exampleo The remaining 
persons!) 19 2000 are employed in service or derivative industrieso (The 
difference between a basic industry and a service industry l\at been ex= 
plained previouslyo) In this same region the total population is 







Ratio to Basic 
as Uni,:y 
6025 
The ratio of service or derivative employment to basic employ= 
ment is the basic-derivative employment mul~ipliero This multiplier 
indicates how a change in employment in the basic sector of the eco= 
nomy affects employment in the service or derivative sectoro The 
second ratio that is obtained from the data is the ratio of total em= 
ployment to basic employmento This ratio is the basic-total employ= 
ment multiplier!) which is always one unit larger than the bas~c= 
derivative employment multipU.ero The two employment ratios!) or 
multipliers!) are based on the assumption that there is a constant re= 
lationship between employment in basic industries and employment in 
service industrieso In the example!) the basic-derivative employ= 
ment multiplier for present economic activity is lo5 and the future 
basic~derivative ratio is assumed to be lo5 unless something happens 
to change the basic economic structure of the regiono 
34 
A third ratio 8 total population to bai;J.c empl(;)ym,11,t 11 is based upon 
the assumption that there is a constant relationship between the !'ilize of 
the labor force and populationo37 In the example9 the total population= 
basic employment ratio is 60250 Another ratio, not presented i~ the 
table9 i~ the total population - total employment ratioo In the~= 
ampUi this ratio is 2o5 9 whi~···indicates that each job holder 9 regard-· 
less of Which ~ector he is employed in9 supports 2o5 persons including 
himself. 
The above discussion has carried the hypothetical illustration 
through the first two steps of the four steps in the use of ecollf)mic 
base analysis in predictiono The level of employment in the basic in= 
dustries and the service industries has been estimateda The employ= 
ment and population multipliers or ratios have been computed bas,cl up= 
on current economic conditions 0 which are assumed normalo 
The third step in the analysis is to project the future trend in 
basic employmento Since the basic employment in the study area in this 
hypothetical example· is agriculture, a 25 percent reduc tio:n in farm 
employment is assumedo This assumption is based upon the extension of 
past trends in farm employmento Given the initial reducti~n of 200 














.·. Thus the ratios have temporarily increased o The temporary change in the 
ratios is caused by adjustment lags in.the service industries to changes 
in the basic industry o However 9 as the service industries adjust to 
changes in the demand for their products by persons employed in the ha.= 
sic indµstries--a decrease;in the exampl~--employment in the service 
industries will be reducedo The adjustment in the service indusfr:f.,s 
will continue until the normal ratios are re-establishedo The re= 
i 
establ~shment of the normal ratios is based upon the assumption that 9 
with e>ptimum employment ratios disting 9 the econ<>Jl\y was operating, in 
the most efficient manner before the change in the basi(; industries. 
took placeo Clearly, the level of future ratios could be the subject 
of intensive researcho For example, economies of size fof futur.e eeo= 
' 
nomic and technological environments can change the "normal'~ ratio°' 
The fourth step in the economic base analysis is application of 
,. 
the estimated normal equilibrium ratios to the projected future level 
of employment in the basic industries to obtain estimates of the 
future lev~l of employment in the service industries and future popu= 
lationo In the hypothetical illustration the future emplo~ent and 







Ratio t4) Basic 
as Unity 
6025, 
The preceeding analysis shows in aggregate terms how a change tn 
employment in one sector of the regional economy affects employment 
in other sectors and total economic activity in the regiono 
Use of Multiplier@ in Interdependence Model . 
As stated earlier, aix of the coefficients in the interdepend,nce 
model developed in this study are essentially "multiplierso'' ·of the 
six 9 b1 is to be obtained from an economic base analysiso The other 
five, b2 to.~6, are to be estimated statistically using data from the 
study areao 
The economic-base multiplier is used to obtain an estimate of the 
potential change in nonagricultural employment ~aused by the projected 
change in agricultural employmento The change in agricultural employ-
ment is the initial change in the interdependence model with all other 
changes in economic activity stemming directly or indirectly from ito 
The five statistically determined multipliers appear in equations 
2o2 9 3o38 and 4o3o The five multipliers are used to determine the 
affect of the initial change obtained from equation loO on the vari-
ous sectors of the economy and to project the total impact of agricul= 
tural resource adjustmento 
The use of multipliers gives estimates of the total change in a 
variable but does no~ explain the adjustment patho In this study the 
tot,1 change in economic activity as measured by several variables is 
of concern9 and multipliers give the type of answers desiredo 
Sources of Data 
From the nature of the model developed for this study9 it is 
apparent that a.great deal-of•information regarding personal and gross 
36. 
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incomeD employaaent0 population0 consumption·expenditures,, and particular 
types of busineaaes is needed a The primary source of data for the no•-
agricultutal sectors is County Building Block Data for Regional Analy~ 
sis; .O!Yfboma .38 This material is supplemented with Uo So Census re-
porti for population9 retail salesD wholesale sales 9 selected services, 
and manufacturingo Also used are the a~ual Oklahoma sales tax reports 
of the Oklahcima Tax COIDlllissiono39 
The sour~e of data for the agticultural sector comes from U8 S8 .I 
Census of Agriculture9 Couuty~ B.uildlpg Block Data for Regional Analysis: . . . ; . . . 
Oklahoma and ·the agricultural adjustment study in the 11 county area 
.~one by Str·icka.and~ 
To obtain information on volume of business needed for survival9 
a survey· of a sample of nonfarm firms was taken in 11 communities .. in 
Southwestern Oklahoma (see Figure 3) o The towns in which interviews 
were conducted were selected from a list grouping towns by sizeo Three 
towns were selected from each of the four size groups except the lar-
gest size9 from which two towns were selectedo The businesses inter-
viewed were selected from lists of firms obtained from local Chambers 
of Commerceo The firms were placed in one of eight categories and 
samples were drawn f~Qlll each category for each towno The results of 
these interviews are used to show the adjustment gap in the nonagricul-
tural sector caused by adjustments in the agricultural sectoro 
The nonagricultural adjustment gap indicates the need for and 
potential magnitude of resource adjustments in the nonagricultural 
38,each11 Poole and Tarver.. 
39oklahoma Tax: Commissiono Oklahoma Sales I!!, and Use Is., An= 
nual Reports, Coklahoma City:, 1946=47 thru 1963=64 o) 
38 
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POTENTIAL CHANGES lN AGRI-ClJLTURAt RESOURCE·USE 
As ,tated earlier~ the first step in determini-ng th& toC:.1 is• 
pact of agricultural adjustments is to examine the magnitude of the 
projected adjustment in terms of change from the present situationo 
The present situation in this study refers to 1960-610 This time 
period is used as the base period from which changes in the agricul-
tural and nonagricultural sectors are measureda There are two rea-
sons for using this base period a First 0 the agricultural adjustment 
study was done using 1960=61 as the base perioda Second, data on the 
all variables in the interdependence model are available for 19600 The 
procedure for estimating the agricultural adjustments was discussed 
earlier a 
By using the results of the Strickland studyp an estimate of the 
future demand for productive inputs can be obtaineda It must be em-
phasized that only one estimate of adjustments that might take place 
is usedo Other estimates can be obtained by changing the incom• tar• 
get or other assumptions used in projecting potential adjustmentso 
The estimate of future demand is based ou the assumption that the ad-
justment needed to achieve the $3 0 000 return to operatorus labor and 
maJJagement will take place as hypothesizedo Other assumptions are 
40 
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that farmers will adopt the practices assumed in the adjustment study 
and that prices and institutions will stay the sameo 
Only a part of the farms and ranches in Southwestern Oklahoma were 
included in the Strickland study because t.he study was limited to the 
land resources that are capable of producing cash crops without irriga-
tiono The included land resources comprise 72 percent of all the crop= 
land and 58 percent of the farms in the study area (see Table I) o 
TABLE I. 
NUMBER OF FARMS AND LAND USE& TOTAL~· AND SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENT1 
SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA, 19600 







Subject ~o Adjustment 
Exclusion of ranches is not considered a serious limitation because 
the land utilized by ram:hes has few alternative uses in agricultur.eo 
Another group of farms excluded from adjusting farms are irrigated farmso 
These also can be said to be directly tied to a specific land use and 
the land will continue to be used in this specific manner because of the 
high cost of land and land preparationo Although much of the land is 
suitable for irrigation, waiter l:oir expanded irrigation is a severely 
limiting factoro For these reasons irrigated farms are assumed to be 
fixed at their present number and sizeo 
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ln some cases the farming op.eration is orientated toward a par= 
ticular market, such as dairyingo The resources used by these farms 
are expected to remain fairly constant over time in this particular 
agricultural region9 as markets for milk and milk products are rather 
limitedo There are also farms operated by part-time and semi=retir~d. 
operatorso Because of their very nature the number of these farms 
and the resources used by them are expected to remain fairly con-
stant over timeo It is this last group, essentially noncommerical 
farms, that will be aff~cted least by the adjustment in agriculture. 
It is recognized that the number of farms in the four groups 
above are changing o What is important is that their number is not ex-
pected to change because of the adjustment of farm size to attain a 
given level of returns to operator's labor and managemento The farms 
included in the adjustme~t study are those not limited to a specific 
land use or marketo 
Strickland estimates the number of farms in the area to be 160 060 
in 19600 These farms include 59 347,080 acres, of which 30 1960 482 acres 
are croplando Of this total number of farms, Strickland estimates that 
99 263 are of such a nature that they are subject to adjustment of re= 
sources and farm organization to attain a $3 0 000 return to operator 9 s 
labor and managemento The group of farms subject to adjustment include 
3 0 204 0 800 acres (59 percent of the total acreage in the area) ~nd 
29 288~672 acres of croplando The farms subject to adjustment are 58 
percent of the total number of farms and include 72 percent of the crop= 
land (see Table I) •. 
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D~mand for Productive Inputs 
Present Demand 
Aggregate demand estimates presented here are made for a "before" 
and "after" type situationo The classes of inputs given in the budgets 
of the adjusted agri-cultural resource use die tate" to a ~ertain extent 9 
the classes of inputs for the before adj'ustment demand estimate" The 
basic classes of inputs included in the budgets for the adjusted ag-
riculture are~ 




5) Fuel and Lubricants 
· 6) Custom Work 
7) Contract Work 
8) Labor 
The Census of Agriculture 8 195940 provides data on class 1) ~ 2) 9 
3) !l 5) ,and 8) for the eleven counties in .the regiono The figures for 
· these input classes are given in Table II o The figure for present de= 
mand for machinery was synthesized because no specific data could be 
found for the input classo In estimating the present demand for ma= 
chinery it was assumed thatg 
a) The annual depreciation for ·a basic set of machinery represents 
the average annual demand for machinery on a given fanno 
b) All non.adjusting farms (6$797) use two=row machineryo 
c)·One-third of the adjusting farms (3!)088) use two=row machineryo 
d) Two-thirds of the adjusting farms (6i,175) use four=row mach= 
ineryo 
40u0 S 0 Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, United States 
Census of Agriculture, 1959 (Washington, 1961). 
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TABLE II 
PRESENT ( 1960) DEMAND FOR PRODUCTIVE INPUTS AND SERVICES , 
. BY FARMS SUBJECT AND NOT SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENT, 
SOUTHWESTERN OKLHOMAv 
Subject to Not Subject to 
Total -Adjustment Adj\l'stment 
: ... 
Fertilizer Materials $2,293,,080 $1!)651,018 $ 6420062 
Lime 4,795 311452 1!)343 
Feed 8,594,672 69188,164 21)406,508 
Seed 2,341,135 1,685!'1617 6551)518 
Machinery 121)3251)364 8,874,262 3i,451!)102 
Fuel 71)1241)858 5,129,898 1, 994!) 960 
Custom Work 9, 206,,816 6,628D908 21)577 D908 
Contract Work 1,1455 294 824 9 612 3200682 
Labor Hire 7 9831"346 50638;569 2i,192g777 
Total 50®867 9 360 360 6241')500' 14t 2420860 
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Appendix A9 Table 1 0 gives the machinery included in the basic set of 
machinery0 the new cost of both two=row and four=row machines 0 the use-
ful life of the machine,and the annual depreciationo Multiplying farm 
numbers by th• appropriate annual depreciation and summing gives an 
estimate of annual expenditure or demand for macbineryo 
A figure for present demand fQr contract work is obtained from a 
paper by Tweeten and Walkera41 
Since the present demand is based on the total number of farms in 
the region, and because not all farms are subject to adjustment, the 
demand figures are reduced by the proportion of cropland ~justing (7~ 
percent of the total)o The total demand for prod~ctive i~puts before 
adjustment is $48 0 574~280 (see Table II)o The de111and for productive in-
puts by the adjusting farms is $34 0 973 04820 
Future Dpand 
The estimate of future demand for p~oductive inputs is _based on the 
projected needs of the adjusted agricultural economyo As stated abovet 
the income target for the adjustment is a $3~000 return tq operator 0s 
labor and pnagemento The method of estimating future demand is lengthy 
b~t not particularly dif.ficult 9 given optimum farm organizations and in-
·:,• 
p~t requirements for the various enterpriseso 
Strickland gives optimum farm plane for various return~ to oper~= 
tor 0s labor and management!) levels of land price,and levels of hoqrly 
labor costo42 For this study!) plans for the four scil=type farms a·re 
4 .. ' 
~11atli~r Go Tweeten and Odell Walker0 nEstimating Socioec~~9'A~ Ef-
fects of· a I>eclining Fam Population in a ·Sparse Area" 9 Reg:iona:li De~el-
OpPlent Analvsiso ·Oklahoma State Univers~ty (Stillwater 9 1963) o • 
42strickland,eto alo 0 Appendix Bo 
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selec.ted using the $3 9 000 return to operator's labor and management 0 
current land prices,and labor cost at one dollar ,per houro In lookillf' 
at the different farm organizations, varying labor cost py. SO percent 
w:111 not change the results of-the .analysis. very mucho However9 chan"" 
ges in land price would affect the result, because ~arms would be lar-,. 
ger and the resource mix would be different to attain the $3 1 000 re-
turno 
Enterprise requirements for farms on the four basic soil types 
are given in Oklahoma State University Experiment Station Processed 
Series P=3s?43 0 P-36844 , and P-36945 o By multiplying the enterprise 
requirements by the acres in that enterprise for each soil type 0 mul-
tiplying this product by the number of adjusted farms on the ~oil type 0 
then summing over soil types, an estimate of tlm: d,emand for various 
productive inputs for adjusted agriculture is obta.inedo The results of 
this computation are shown -in Table Ilic To th-e;e, figures the demand 
from nonadjusting farms, which is assumed unchanging f,or this study0 
is added to give the total demand for productive inputs after adjustmento 
43John Wo Goodwin9 James S-o Plaxico, and W:t+:U.~~,l'11a.~.f;1grone 11 !!,= 
source Requirements& Costs ,!D.4 Expected Returnsg AllEf!!J;ive Crop ~ · · · 
Livestock Enterprisesg Clay Soils ··.2!, ,Sh! Rolll,'ng ::!if~a~'·.2!,· Southwest · 
Oklahoma (Processed Series P-357 0 Oklahoma s ta't:e ttuiversity [Stillwater!) 
September , 1960]). · 
44r.arry Jo Connor9 William F" Lagrone,and James So Plaxi;cQ 0 !!,= 
source Requirements,, Costs .!!¥! Expected Returnu Alternative C 
Livestock Enterprises~ Loam·Soils of. the Rolling ·Plains of ·So 
Oklahoma (Processed Ser"i.es"P ... 3681) Okl~ma State University [St:il water!> 
February 196·1]) ., 
45 ··,: . . 
William, Fo Lagrone" Percy Lo Strickland!> Jr oil and James So Pl.ax= 
kof) Resource Requirements!) Crops ~ Expected Returnsg Alterria.tive Crop 
and Livestock ,Enterprises~ Sandy Soils .s!, !b,! Rolling Plains·.2!,· §_,outh=· · 
west Oklahoma0 ~ (Processed· Series P-369 9 Oklahoma State Uµiversity [Still= 
water 0 February 1961)) o 
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TASLE III.-
PROJECTED ·DE!>fAND·FOR· PRODUCTIVE INPUTS AND SERVICES 
RY _ADJUSTING · AND·· N()NADJT:J&'Fl:NG FA:RM&t· 
·-SOU!J:!mlES·TE-RN · .QKLAHOMAo 
By By Total 
Adjusting Nomi;djusting Projected 
. Farms .. Farms . ·.Demand,, · 
Fertilizer and 
Lime Materials $ 3,1399081 $ ·643.,405 $ 311781!)143 
Feed 6,,540,269 2p4069508 811)9461)777 
Seed 3!)342!)393 6551)518 3g9970911 
Mac hinet:y;, 4,67111708 31,451!)102 891229810 
Fuel 50 797 9238 19994,960 71:1792!)198 
Custom Work 20.1129000 21)5789000 22i,690!)000 
Contract Work li,027!)842 3201)682 1113480524 
Labor Hire 1!)1170856 21)192,777 3!)3100 633 
Total 45,i7481)000 141)2430000 59!)9911)000 
The projected demand for prodµctive inputs by adjusting farms is $45D 
748~000 and the tot•l demand after adjustment is $59v991 0 000 (see 
Table III) o 
Implications 
The results of these estimates of the demand for productive inputs 
show a net increase in expenditures of about $9 milliono In only two 
.,· 
of the eight i~put classes is there a d~crease in demando These t:wo 
classes!) machinery and hired labor 0 have a combined decrease of $807 
48 
milliono All other input classes show an increase in dema~d of $1708 
I 
millit>no The increase in demand for most classes of inputs is to be ex-
pected as more intensive farming practic~s are assumed use~ i~ the futureo 
Some of the changes in dpaw:l warrant further explanationo 
Demand for Machinery 
The d~a~ for machinery® as shown in Table II and III 0 projects a 
34 percent reduction in dollars spento This is due 9 in part& to the re-
duction in number of farms and the assumption that all adjusted farms 
use four-row equipment to approximately full capacitY,o Four-row equip-
ment costs more per unit~ but the individual farm operation will use 
fewer unitso Another source of the reduction is the assumption in the 
&:djustment study t:ha·t all harvesting is done by custom operatorso Thus 11 
the p·utehase of harvesting machinery does not enter into the projected 
demand for machinery as shown in Tables II and III 8 but is included in 
\ 
the demand for custom worko 
It is possible to estimate the annual demand for machinery along 
with demand for fuel that is embodied in the total demand for custom 
worko Having the total demand for custom work divided in this manner 
gives more meaningful estimates of the total demand for machinery and 
fuel under the conditions of adjusted agricultureo Table IV shows the 
total demand for machinery and f~el from both individual f.arm operators 
and from custom operatorso The method of obtaining estimates _of ma-
chinery and fuel demand from the total value of custom work is given in 
Appendix Bo The total decrease in thedemand for machinery is $106 
million when the demand from custom operators is included in the esti-
mateo This is a decline of 11 percent f~om the present demando 
TABLE IV .. 
TE>TAL · DEMAN-D FQR .. MAGIH:N·ER-Y· · AND· ·FUEL·;·· P-RBtENT (1.%0), AND· 
. PROJECTED» SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA • 
P-r;esent · .. · Projected · Change 
Mabhinet-y-
$i2 ,325 ,.-000 ··-$-4j,.-2-020-000---(-34 o/o) J}.ir.ec t ·· $8,123,000-- -
From C\latom 2;,1620000 4113S9,000 +1 9 597 !)000 (71· o/o} 
Work (I1;1cludes· 
truck.ins) 
Total 140087 f)ooo 121)482!)000 -1 9 605 0 000 (-11 o/o) 
Fuel 
Direct 711125.000 7079211000 +667 111 000 (9 o/o) 
From Custom 6179000 967 0 000 +3501)000 (57 ~/o) 
Work (Incluq.es 
trucking) 
Total 7074211000 80759!)000 +1!) 017 0 000 ( 13 ;>/o) 
Demand , for Fuel. 
The projected demand for fuel by farm operators is estimated to 
increase by nine percent from the present demando When the demand for 
fuel by c::u·stom operators is added· to that of the individual fan.: opera= 
tors,the total increase in fuel use is 13 percent more than the pres~nt 
demando This increase can be attributed to the increased use.of,me= 
chanical harvesting tec~niques assumed in the adjustment studyo 
Demand for 1Ured-,Labor 
The demand for .. hired labor is estimated to decrease by 58 percento 
The large reduction is due to the fact that the adjustment study·calls 
for mechanical harvesting of cotton0 whereas under presen~ conditions 
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much of the cotton harvest is done by hired laboro 
Demand for Custom Work 
so 
The projected decrease in the demand for hired labor is somewhat 
misleading, in that labor is hired by the custom operator to run the 
machineso The labor hired by custom operators is not included with the 
hired labor datao Because of the restriction that all harvesting is done 
by custom operators, the projected demand for custom work shows an in-
crease of 146 percent above the current demando 
Demand for Contract Work 
The projected-demand for contract work shows an increase of 4bout 
18 percent above the present demando Contract work is essentially hired 
labor that is pai4 on a per acre basis rather than on a per-hour9 per-
day1> per=week Olr peir"."fflonth basis! o Table V shows the demand for labor 
stemming from custom work0 contract work 9 and hi~ed labor for the present 
and projected situationo Th~- demand is given in terms of b,ours of labor 
neededo See Appendix B for the method of estimating the hours of labor 
in custom work., The hours needed is converted to full=t:lme man-unit\s · 
assuming a hired man works 2i, 500 hours o 
Total Demand · for Hil.ted Labor 
Table Vindicates that under the present situation 59363 full-time 
man~nits of hired labor are demanded while under the projected situation 
49818 full-time man-units are demandedo This is a reduction of 545 full-
time man=units, or a 10 percent reduction in the total demand for hired 
laboro 
The estilllated decrease in the demand for hired labor is a minimum 
reductiono It ie assumed that all labor that cannot be provided by the 
operator is hiredo Table VI shows the seasonal demand for lal>or by th.e 
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four basic soil=type farms of the adjustment study and the total full• 
time men needed to fill these seasonal demandso The table shows a 
need for 54 full=time men between January! and April 30 and 10 504 be-
tween May 1 and July 31 9 with no add~tional labor needed at other times 
during the yearo Since the heavy demand for additional labor comes in 
the early summer 0 it is not unrealistic to assume that part of i~ can 






HIRED AGRICULTURAL LABOR1> PRESENT ( 1960) AND· 
PROJECTED 9 SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMAo 
Present Projected 
·Hours *FTE Hours ~FTE 
l 068la588 673 401440238 1658 
71)8311)346 3132 3 v:noi)633 1324 
8942000 ~ 4fl590 .. 320 1836 
13,,406!>934 5363 1200450191 4818 
*FTE ~ full=t:ime equivalentso 
If it is assumed that part of the additional labor requirement is met 
with family labor 0 the estimate of the demand for hired labor can be re-
duced by another 700 or 800 meno (Here it is assumed that one-half of 
the required labor is supplied by family laboro) Thus the total de-
crease in demand for hired labor could very easily b~ 10350 full-time 
meno 
TABLE VI 
PROJECTED HIRED· AGRICULTURAL- LABOR BY SEASONS·~ 
·· SOtlTHWES!!'-ERN-OKLAOOMAo 
Jan.- May- Aug.-
April ·July Septo 
(Hours) (Hours) {liours) 
Sandy ... ·a=~-c::m 129 .. 000 
Clay 353 oOOO 
Lev~l Loam 70 .. 335 
Rolling Loam 830562 4460444 
Total Hoursl 44,436 9381)079 
54 FTE 2 1504 FTE 2 
1Requirement times number of farms. 
2 Full time equival~nts. 









The estimate for future demand for seed is $1o66 million greater 
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than the present demando This in~rease is due partly to the assumption 
that under adjusted agriculture all seed is purchased!) while I undeir pre= 
sent conditions some operators grow their own seed .. However 0 through 
wider use of hybrids and imprqved varieties@ the demand for purchased 
seed will no doubt increaseo 
Demand for Fertilizer 
The projected demand for fertilize1 is estimated to be .$1.48 million 
greater than the present demand .. The increase in the quantity of fer= 
tilizer used is to be expected as farm operators attempt to increase 
productivity o 
Summary 
The productive inputs can be grouped as those sold and not sold 
at _retail outletso Included in the inputs sold at retail are feed ll 
seedfl fertilizer 0 machinery,, and fuelo Productive inputs not: sold at 
retail are hired labor~ contract work,and custom worko With this type 
of breakdown a more meaningful indication of changes in demand is ob= 
tainedo Table VII gives this grouping of the eight input classes that 
;have been dealt with to this pointo 
TABLE VU 
PRESENT (1960) AND PROJECTED DEMAND FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUC= 
TIVE INPUTS AND SERVICES FROM RETAIL FI~MS AND 
OTHER SUPPLIERS, SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMAo 
INPUTS SOLD AT RETAIL 
Present Projected Cba~e · 
Feed $ 8"595,iOOO $ Bi, 947 !) 000 $ + 3529000 
Seed 2i,34l9000 3!) 998fJ 000 +10657 s,000' 
Fertilizer 29 298f)OOO 3!)7811)000 +10483;,000 
Machinery -14!)os1 !looo 121)482,,000 =19605£)000 
Fuel 7 ~ 741a000 8~759~000 +1~017 p,000 
Totals 35!)0681)000 370967!')000 +2®8'999000 
(803 %) 
INPUTS NOT SOLD AT RETAIL 
Hired Labor 7!')83lg000 3!)311~000 
Contract Work li,1450000 ls,349!) 000 + 2049 000 
Custom Work 1 · ~828~000 171,13641)000 +10q541i,OOO 
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Totals 15v799,.000 · 22 2 024 8 000 
1value of machinery and fuel taken outo 
+ 622~~000 = 
(39%) 
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The to~al demand for inputs sold at retail shows an increase of $2o9 
million or 803 percent of the present demand for these itemso This is a 
small increase in terms of the total volume of retail! wholesale9 and 
service firms who make such saleso The present volume of business in re= 
tail and wholesale sales and services is $423,952e000o The increase in 
demand for productive inputs sold at retail is only Oo7 percent of the 
total volume o_f tradeo 
The projected demand for productive inputs not sold at retail shows 
an increase of $602 million® a 39 percent increase from the present de= 
mand for these inputso The demand for custom services is estimated to 
increase by $1005 milliono Labor is the main input not sold at retail,, 
The change in the total demand for hired labor, which includes custom 
and contract workers as well as hired men9 is about 19 350 full-time men 
(a decrease from 5~360 to 4~010)0 
In summary,, the direct effects of the projected agricultural adjust= 
ments are 1) an increase in demand for productive inputs sold at retail 
of $2o9 million with 2) an ~ncrease of $602 mtllion on inputs not sold 
at retail for a total increase in demand of $9ol milliono The demand 
for hired labor deereased by 1~350 menc This decrease 9 along with the 
reduction in farm numbers of 4~760 5 implies a reduction in agricultural 
employment of 69 110 personso The projected total demand for productive 
inputse agricultural employment~ and agricultural population are used 
as the predetermined variables in· Chapter Vo The reduction in agrkul= 
tural employment led to a decline in the agricultural population of 
190400 (3o19[average family size] times~ 6110)0 
CHAPTER .. IV 
ESTIMATION OF. INTERDEPENDENCE .. COEEFICIENTS .. AND ,.MODEL 
In thi.s chapter the interdependence and multiplier coefficients of 
the model developed in Chapter II are determined. In the system of 
equations, eight coefficients are to be estimated. The eight coef-
ficients are. estimated independently, but the results of one equa= 
tion are used in the solution of subsequent.equations. 
Estimating.Techniques 
Three techniques are used in estimating the coefficients in the 
model. Least-squares regression is used to estimate five of the coef-
f .//"'ients •46 · Si 1 d f ffi i ,...v.. i h h L~ . mp e averages are use or two coe cents. u1e·e gt 
coefficient is estimated using the basic-derivative multiplier con~ept. 
It would be preferable to use least-squares regression estimates for 
all coefficients so that levels of statistic~l significance can be given, 
but suitable data are not available. 
Both time series and cross sectional data are used in the regres-
sion estimates. The cross sectional data are observations across eoun-
ties for a givet:1 yearo The time series data are observations from each 
county for a series of years. Cross sectional and time series data are 
46For a complete discussion of regression techniques in economics~ 
see Chapter I of Econometric Methods by Jo Johnston, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company~ Inc., 1960. 
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available for all variables in the model except for the division of 
consumption expenditures into farm and nonfarm consumptiono The inabili-
ty to obtain reliable data on farm family and nonfarm family consump-
tion expenditures led to the use of simple averages in estimat~ng the 
per capita consumption expend-itures of these two groupao 
Coefficient E-stimfiltion 
Least-squares Regression Estimates 
The five interdependenc.e coefficients obtained by least=squares 
regression were estimated in three waysg 1) using data from allele~-
en counties 9 2) using data from all counties except Comanche 9 which 
includes a very large military basep and 3) using data from the eight 
counties with the highest percent of the population classified as ruralo 
The three estimates of each coefficient were made to see ifg 1) a 
large military base influences the coefficients, and 2) if more urbani• 
zation influences the coefficientso T·he data used in the regression 
estimates are presented in Appendix Do. 
Table VIII. gives the estimates of the five coefficients obtained by 
least-squares regressiono The results indicate that the interdependence 
coefficients are influenced by the presence of the large military baseo 
The elimination of more urbanized counties (eight county estimate) from 
the estimate does not appear to change the estimates a great dejii from 
the ten county estimateso The ten county estimates have lower R2 values 
than the eleven county est:lmates 0 indicating that a smaller proportion 
of the variation in the dependent variaales is accounted for by vari-
ation in the independent variable~ o However O the ten county estima.tes 
appear to give a more realistic picture of the economic interdependence 
TABLE VIII 
ESTIMATES OF FIVE INTERDEPENDENCE COEFFICIENTS USING THREE ALTERNATIVE COUNTY 
GROUPINGS FOR SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMAl 
E . 2 _guation 





p = 2 
·a3. + b~ C .;; . 
a2 + b2 L2 
.(D) Ys = a6 + b6 P 
(E) Y3 7 a5 + b5 c 
11 Counties 
L5 = 946.23 + 0.051 P 
m • 22 t = 18.42 
R2 = .944 
L3 = -54.28 + .100 C 
A 
m = 22 t ~ 26.30 
2 . 
R· = .972 
P2 = 20,347 + 4.654L2 
m = 11 t =15.48 
R2 = .964 
Y5 = -17.224 + 1.160 P 
·m = 22 t = 9.921 
2 R = .831 
Y3 = 9402 + 0.152 C 
m = 22 i = 9.17 
2 . 
R = .807 
10 Counties3 . 
L5 = 34.07 + 0.034 p 
m = 20 ): = 7.73 
·2 
R = • 768 
A 
L3 =.-6.24 + .098 C 
mg 20 t = 11.47 
R2 = .880 
P2 = 820 + 3.192L2 
m = 10 t = 7.15 
2 R = .• 965 
Y5 = -743·+ 0.214 P 
m = 30 t = 1.94 
2 
R = .172 
A 
Y3 = 2045 + 0.203 C 
· m = 20 t = 7.51 
2 
R ~ .758 
1see Appendix D for sources of data for each parameter estimated. 
2Equation notation is explained on page 17. 
3 . 
Excludes Comanche County. 
8 ~Q11nties 4 
L5 = 86.63 + 0.030P 
m = 16 t = 5.95 
2 . 
R ... 717 
A 
L3 = 8.45 + ;092 C 
A. 
m = 16 t = 11.99 
2 
R = .911 
P2 = 120.+ 3.317L2 . 
A 
m = 8 t • 8~71 
2 R = .927 
Y5 = -31 + 0.106 P 
A 
m = 16 t = 4.20 
2 
R = .558 
.Y3 = 951 + 0.254 C 
m"' 16 t = 7.20 
2 
R = • 787 
4Excludes Comanche, Jackson and Grady Counties for equations (A), (B), (C) / and (E) and ex-
cludes Comanche, Jackson and Washita Counties in equation (D). VI ....:, 
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of the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors of the study ir,gion with 
one exceptiono In estimating the relationship between total population 
and personal incomes to governmental employees~ the eight county esti=. 
mate is usedo This is done to elinti~te the influence of military pay= 
rolls ori the coefficient, h6 • 
Comanche County is excluded from the estimates of the interdepen= 
dence coefficients because Fort Sill and the activity associated with the 
installation is the major source of economic activity in the countyo 
Approxiniately 25.,000 men are statiotied at Fort Sill~ which comp:ri,es 
over 25 percent of the population and 50 percent of the total labor force 
in the Countyo With such a large part of the labor force and population 
dependent upon the activities of Fort Sill~ inclusion of Comanche County 
in the estimation of coefficients will give results that do not refle~t 
the typical economic flows within the remainder of the study areao 
Two other counties in the study area~ Jackson and Washita., also 
have military installationso However~ these bases are considerably 
smaller than Fort Sill and over 20 percent of the population in both 
counties is considered ruralo The economic activity of these two coun= 
ties is not as dependent upon the military bases as is economic a~tivi= 
ty in Comanche County., and the basic industry in both counties is ag= 
I'icultureo 
Population=Government Employment Multiplier 
The first coefficient estimated (b4) shows hpw government employ= 
ment and population changes are related (Equation A~ Table VIII)o Gov= 
ernment employment refers to persons employed by all levels of govern= 
mentp su«::h as school teachers!) police and fire protection., public 
service workers., public administrators at all levels.and highway 
department workerso 
In the model9 the functional relationship between government employ-
ment and total population is 
{A) LS = a 4 + b 4 P o 
The estimated values for a4 and b4 are 340070 and 00034 respectivelyo 
Thus 9 the functional. relationship becomes 
A 
L5 = 340070 + 0034 P 0 
(7 073**) 
The number in parentheses is the t-valueo 
2 R = 0768 
the estimated value is significantly different from zero at the 95% 
confidence level and two asterisks indicate that the estimated value is 
significantly different from zero at the 99% confidence levelo thi,s no-
t;ation will be used with all coefficients estimated by least=s;quar~s re= 
gressiono The R2 following the equation is the coefficient of deter= 
minationo 
The estimate of b4 {b4 • 0034) ·indicates that for every change of 
-19 000 in total population~ the number of governmental employees changes 
by 34 in the same directiono Because the need of so many governmental 
employees 0 such as school teachers and public service workers0 is re-
lated to popuUL.tion this decline is to be expected., Government employ= 
ment in the study area is approximately 11 percent of total nonfa1rn1 em= 
ploymento 
The functional relationship between population and government em= 
ployment was estimated using only post World War II data from ten of 
the study countieso There are 20 observations included in the estimate9 
ten from 1950 and ten from 19600 During the post World War II period9 
govermnen~l agencies have undertaken many ac ti vi ties that previously 
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were not considered within their scopeo Including data for the pre-war 
years would have intioduced into the estimate of the coefficient philos-
ophies of government that are not presently practicedo Projections with 
such a coefficient would give misleading guides as to future levels of 
economic activity in the region in so far as governmental action is con-
cernedo 
Expenditure-Employment Multiplier 
The second coefficient estimated (b3) is the relationship betw,en 
employment in retail, wholesale,and service firms and the volume of 
sales of these types of firms in the area (Equation B0 Table VIII). The 
relationship gives an estimate of the number'of employees needed per 
dollar of sales and indicates how employment varies with changes in the 
volume of consumption expenditureso 
In the model the relationship between employm•nt and volume of sales 
in re~a11 0 wholesale!) and setvtce firms is 
(B) L3 • a3 + bf o 
The estimated values for a3 and b3 are a3 • ""'6 024 and b3 • 00098. 
the estimating form of the relationship becomes 
L3 • =6024 + Oo098C o 
(llo47**) 
2 R • .880 
Thus 
The results of the estimate indicate that for every change of 
$19 0009 000 in consumption expenditures 9 employment in retail, wliolesale9 
and service firms will change by approximately 98 persons in the same 
directiono 
Twenty observations were used in computing b3• The years included 
are 1950 and 19600 Observations were made on t 3 and C in each of the 
.ten counties for both years. 
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Nonagricultural Employment - Population Multiplier 
The third coefficient (b2) estimated by least squares regression 
is the relationship between the nonfarm labor force and the nonfarm popu-
lation (Equation c, Table VIII)o The coefficient, essentially family 
size of nonfarm families,indicates the number of people in the nonfarm 
population each worker in the nonagricultural sector supportso In-
cluded in the nonfarm population that the nonfarm labor force sup-
ports are retired persons as well as the workers' own familieSo· 
The relationship between nonfarm employment and nonfarm popula-
tion appears in equation 2o2 of the model. The relationship is 
A A 
In this equation a 2 is 8200024 and b2 is 301920 The estimating equa-
tion for the relationship is 
A 
P • 820002 + 3 0192 L2o 2 (7 015**) 
= 0965 
The estimate for b2 indicates that for every change of 100 in 
the nonfarm labor force!!) "the nonfarm population ~ill change by ap-
proximately 319 persons in the same directiono 
In estimating b2 observatiQns were taken on the ten counties for 
only one year because the percent of the population over 60 years old 
has been increasing in the past 20 years and a time series estimate 
of the coefficient would be misleadingo47 Using only the cross sec-
tional data, the problem of the increasing percent of the population 
past 60 is reducedo 
47see Appendix D0 Table 3o 
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Population Governmental-Personal .Income Multiplier 
The fourth coefficient estimated relates governmental income to to~ 
tal population (Equation D9 Ta~le VIll)o The estimated coefficient (b6) 
shows the marginal governmental personal income per capitao Governmen-
tal personal income~ as used in this study, includes all wagesand salaries 
paid to goverlllllental employees 0 for all levels of governmento 
The relationship between governmental income and population appears 
in equation 4o3 of the modelg 
(D) Y • a 6 + blo 
PS 
The estimated values for a6 and b6 are -31 and 00106 respectivelyo Thus0 
ther- ·estimating equation is 
y - - 31 + 00106 p 0 
P5 (4o20**) 
A 
the estimate b • 00106 indicates that for every unit change in 
6 
population~ governmental personal income will change by approximately 
$106 in the same directiono 
In estimating b6 only post World War II data were used as was 
done for the estimate of b4 in equation 3 o2o Using da ta from 1950 and 
1960-allows b6 to show how governmental personal income has been chang= 
ing with population in the_. post war periodo 
Expenditure - Personal Income Multiplier 
The last coefficient estimated by least~squares regression is the 
relationship between personal income received by employees and pr o= 
.. ... 
prietors and total volume of sales in the retail 0 wholesale9 and ser~ 
vice firms (~quation Ep Table VIII) o The coefficient estimated (b5) 
shows the .percent of gross sales that is personal income for firms sel= 
ling c onsumption goods and serviceso 
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The relationship between personal income and total volume of sales 
in retail& wholesale,and service firms is 
(E) 
The estimated values for a 5 and b5 are 2045 and 00203 respectively, 
The estimating equation for the relationship becomes 
Y· • 2045 + 00203 C o 
P3 (7 o51**) 
R2 • 0758 
.... 
The results of the estimate (b5 • 00203) indicate that 0 at the mar-
ginp 20o3 cents of each dollar spent on consumption goods and services 
goes to personal income of people working in retailp wholesale~ and 
service firmso There are 20 observ.ations in the estimate0 one for each 
of the 10 counties for 1950 and 19600 Post war years were used in order 
that b5 might reflect newer sales methods which have been adopted in 
recent yearso 
Per Capita Consumption Expenditures 
Two of the interdependence coefficients are averages based upon one 
yearo The coefficients estimated in this manner are b7 and b8 ~ appearing 
in equation 5,2 of the modelo The coefficients b7 and b8 represent the 
per cap!ta expenditures on consumer goods and services by agricultu~al 
and .nonagricultural consumers respectivelyo48 Equation 5o0 of the in= 
terdependence model includes three sources of expendituresg 1) expendi= 
tures on agricultural productive inputs and services (C1); 2) expen= 
ditures on consumer goods and services by agricultural families (C2); 
and 3) expenditures on consumer goods and services by nonagricultural 
families (c3)o Available time series and cross sectional data on 
48 Consumer items include food; shelter; household operations 0 fur-
nishings 0 and equipment~ personal and medical care; recreation, reading; 
education; miscellaneous personal items~ and transportationo 
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consumption do not differentiate between the three sourceso Thus 0 it is 
necessary to allocate the total consumption expenditure among the three 
sources and determine the two per capita consumption levels on the ba-
sis of t he allocationo For the purpose of this study0 consumption ex= 
penditures on productive inputs by agriculture enters the interdependence 
model as a predetermined variableo The present and projected demand for 
pr oductive inputs was estimated in Chap-ter- IIIo 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics gives data on nonfarm consumption ex= 
penditutes in this general regiono 49 The per capita consumption expendi-
tures for nonagricultural families (b) is calculated to be $1290 with 
8 
total consumption expenditures being approximately $285 9 528 0 000050 
Personal income of the nonfarm population is given as $3610 429 &000o 
Consumption expenditures by farm families is estimated in a manner 
similar to that used in estimating nonfarm family consumptiono The 
Bureau of Labor Statistics data. are used as the basis of t he estimate 
but they are adjusted where farm consumption expenditures are suspected 
51 to be different than nonfarm consumptiono The farm per capita 
49 United States Department of Labor 0 Bureau of Labor Statistics0 
Consumer ·Expeigi-tures ~ J'ncome0 Small Cities-.£!~ Southern Reg ion 
~oLoSo Report Noo 237=75 -(Washington0 April 1965) 0 
50see Appendix E for the method of calculating t he per captia con= 
sumption expenditur-es- for this regiono 
51Farm consumption expenditures are expected to be less on food 0 
housing" and transportationo In estima-tiag . farm-- family consumption 
expenditures - the -Bur eau- of Labor Statistics da-taare -adju0sted in the 
following mannerg · 
Food expenditur es reduced approximately $150 0 
Housing expenditures reduced approximately $1000 
Transportation expenditures redu.ced approximately $1000 
consumption expenditure (b7) is estimated to be ~1180 052 The personal 
income of farm families is given as $53,769,000o 
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... ... 
~ith the estimates b7 and b8 equation 5o2 can be written as followsg 
C • c1 + $1180P l + $1290 (P 2 + P3) o 
Basic-Derivative Ratio Estimate 
The employment multiplier (b1) in equation loO is derived from an 
economic base analysis of the study areao The technique of estimating a 
basic-derivative ratio or a basic employment multiplier from an economic 
base study was discussed in Chapter Ile 
The first step in determining the basic employment multi plier to b~ 
used in equation loO was to delineate the basic and service industrieso 
Three industries in the study area can be considered basico53 They are 
agriculture, mining 0 and manufacturingo The local demand for the final 
product of these three industries is negligible; thus& their products 
must be exported fran the regiono All other industries in the study 
area are considered service industries because their products are con-
sumed within the regiono The industries included in the service sector 
of the economy are retail 0 wholesale, and service firms and the various 
governmental agencies 0 excluding defense o 
In the estimation of the basic employment multiplier 0 employment 
data from the Census of Population for nine of the eleven counties of the 
study area were used o The nine counties included in the estimate have 
the highest percentage of total population classified as ruralo In the 
52see Appendix E for method of obtaining the per capita consUl'llption 
expenditures for farm familieso 
53A basic industry has been previously defined a s one that "exports" 
its product to provide a means for payment for raw materials and manu= 
factured products ~hich are imported and support the local service activi= 
ties o 
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two excluded counties, Comanche and Jackson, there are large mili.tary 
baseso The service industries in these two counties receive a large 
volume of trade from personnel of the bases o Having a larger portion 
of trade originating from a source such as a military installation 
tends to give a basic employment multiplier that is higher than the 
ratio for the entire area o By excluding these two counties, an eco-
nomic force which is not typical of the area as a whole is eliminated 
from the estimate of the multiplier. This is not to say that the 
two military installations are not important sources of economic acti-
vity within the regiono The procedure simply excludes their influence 
from the coefficients that are used in estimating potential changes in 
economic activityo The future of the military bases is not dependent 
upon survival in an economic sense, but is controlled by decisions per-
taining to national defenseo The installations can be closed partially 
or completely by the stroke of a penp as was done in 1965 to a base in 
Southwestern Oklahoma o 
The 1960 employment data for the eleven counties in the study area 
are given in Table IXo Also presented are basic-derivative and basic-
total employment ratios for the eleven countieso The ratios are ob-, 
tained by dividing derivative and total employment by basic ~ployment. 
The ratio of interest for use in equation loO is the basic-derivative 
employment ratio or multipli er. 
The basic-derivative ratio based on employment data for nine 
counties, excluding Comanche and Jackson from the total of eleven, is 
1.82. The ratio indicates that, in 1960, each 100 jobs in basic in-
dustries in the study area supported 182 jobs in the service industries. 
This implies that if the r~tio of basic to service or derivative 
TABLE IX 
TOT.AI. 8 BASIC,AND DERIVATIVE- EMPLOYMENT! AND RATIOS 
BY ·<!OUNT-¥-9- 501:J·'IBWE-S'.FERN 0KLAHOMA I) 1-960 o 
Total Basic2 Derivativ~3 Deriva-tive 
County Employment Employment Employment Basic 
Beckham 6!)159 1,,822 4i,337 2o38 
Caddo 8 !) 734 3,,285 5!)449 1066 
Cotton 2!)487 929 1 9 558 1068 
Grady 10!) 048 3i,232 61)816 2oll 
Greer 21)995 956 20039 2ol3 
Harmon 21)004 840 li,164 lo39 
Kiowa 4!)875 1,672 3i,203 lo92 
Tillman 4 !) 670 1~818 211852 lo57 
Washita 4 0616 10971 2, 645 lo34 
Nine County 
Total 46!) 588 16i,525 300063 lo82 
Comanche 19!)733 20318 17 0415 7o51 
Jackson 71) 378 10720 5!)658 3o29 
Two County 
Total 27 0 111 4e038 231) 073 5o71 
Eleven County 


















1uo So Department of Commerce0 Bureau of the Censuse Census ~ Popu= 
lation0 .!2§.Q,0 Volo 10 Part 38 9 Oklahoma (Washington0 1961)0 
2 . 
Includes employment in agriculture,, mining,and manufacturing o 
3Includes all other employment !> except for military personnelo 
employment remains the same in the future a reduction of 100 jobs in 
agriculture will eventually reduce the number of jobs in the nonagri-
cultural sector by 1820 
The basic-derivative employment ratio was also estimated for 
19500 Table X gives the total, basic, and derivative employment for 
the same nine counties used in est-ima-ting the 1960 ratioo 
TABLE X 
BAS IC, DERIVATIVE ,AND · TOTAL EMPLOY MEN Tl AND RATIOS 1> NINE 









Basic as Base 
l oOO 
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1u o So Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census" Census .2f Popu-
lation, .!22.Q.11 Volo I, Part 36 (Washington, 1952) o 
· ~{··· 2t :. f.i't- ~ 
Beckham, Caddo0 Cotton, Grady, Greer, Harmon, Kiowa 0 Tillman and 
Washita ., 
In 1950 the basic-derivative employment ratio was lo09 0 Oo73 l ess 
than the same ratio in 1960. Andrews lists several fac tors t hat can 
cause changes in the basic employment multipliers in urban areas o54 
Applying his concepts to an agricultural region0 there are six possibl e 
sources of changes in the basic employment multiplier in Southwester n 
54 Andrews 0 Volo 31, PPo 144-155 9 245- 236 and 361-371 0 
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Oklahoma. They are: 
1) ~ubstitution . of capital . or purchased, inputs for labor in .. agricul-
ture. 
2) Demand £or additional services embodied in consumer goods . 
3) Changes. in tastes and preferences of consumers. 
4) Slowness in adjustment .. b.y .retail firms .. to changes in volume of 
trade in the short run ,. 
5) Increases .. in retired population. 
6) Increasing .. number of p~t::>ple . living . in t _he . study .. area .. having .. jobs 
outside the study area. 
While no~ a~y single reason may explain the change completely, the com-
bined effect could be the increase from 1.09 in 1950 to 1.82 in 1960 . 
The employment data presented in Table IX and X indicate that to-
tal employment in the nine counties included in the basic-derivative 
employment ratio has declined by approximately 9,000 between 1950 and 
1960, while derivative employment has increased by L,.000 jo?s . Thus, 
agricultural or basic employment has declined by 10,000 jobs in the 
ten year period. The reduction in agricultural employment may have 
been caused by the substitu.tion of capital for labor in_ the production 
process . The substitution enables one farmer to handle more acres, 
which J ncreases farm size and reduces the number of farms . As the in-
dividual farm operator uses more purchased inputs per acr~ he creates 
additional demand for the purchased factors of product ion. The i n-
creased demand for the purchased inputs and services causes the firms 
.selling the items to hire additional personnel to meet the additional 
trade . The result of the above actions tends to increase deri vat ive 
employment as the basic employment declines. 
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The increased use of capital inputs with labor makes each unit of 
labor more productiveo The increase in productivity of agricultural 
55 labor is what Andrews calls a qualitative change in basic employment o 
A qualitative change ip. basic employment can cause a permanent change 
in the economic base, "permanently" altering the basic-derivative em-
ployment multipliero In Southwestern Oklahoma, the substitution of 
capital for labor could have caused the increase in employment in the 
derivative industries while employment in agriculture. a basic indus-
try. declineso Thus. the ratio of derivative to basic employment in-
creaseso 
A second factor that tends to increase the basic employment mul~ 
tiplier is the increasing dem:and by all consumers for additional ser-
vices with the items they purchaseo A change in tastes and preferences 
and an increased demand for services comes about 9 in part 9 with higher 
personal incomesp As personal income increases9 consumers purchase 
more services with each item and pure-base goods that they preyiously 
could not affordo The increased use of capital inputs by agriculture 
is a result of attempts to increase personal incomes by farm operators o 
The farm family then spends the additional income on items that in-
volve the additional services mentioned aboveo Also 9 the increased 
use or purchased or capital inputs by agriculture tends to increase the 
personal incomes of those involved with the sales and services of the 
itemso The result tends to be higher employment in the derivative in= 
dustries 9 which causes an increase in the basic-employment multipliero 
A third factor that changes the employment multiplier is the 
55 4 Andrews& Volo 31• Po 1 So 
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slowness of retail firms to adjust to declining saleso The slownes s of 
adjustment could be attributed to lack of knowledge or "the American op-
timism" about the futureo The result of such optimism is that firms 
tend to maintain their sales people at higher levels than is economic~ 
ally rational, and derivative employment remains high as basic employ-
ment declineso 
Other causes of chaDges in the basic employment multiplier have a 
similar effecto Increasing numbers of retired people in the area ~ill 
cause the basic employment multiplier to increaseo Retired people 
leave the labor force but continue to make purchases from the der ivative 
industrieso The net effect of the increase in the retired population is 
that derivative employmen~ may remain approximately the same as people 
retire although basic employment may declineo A final factor that might 
cause a chaDge., in the basic employment multiplier is pers~ns living and 
making purchases in the area supporting employment in the derivative i n-
dustries, but having a job in another area . 
The above factors are potential sources of change in the bas i c em-
ployment multipliero The presence of such forces indicates that the 
multiplier is not a stable relationship 0 but is constantly changing o In 
Chapter II it was demonstrated that, given a stable ratio -'in the long 
run~ the ratio will be variable in the short runo 
The basic employment multiplier derived using employment da t a for 
1960 will be used in lieu of the 1950 datao The main reason for t he 
choice is that the 1960 data are the most recent available employment 
data~ thus, current employment conditions are reflected in the mul ti-
pl ier o Thus~ b1 in equation loO of the interdependence model is 
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estimated to be 1.82056 Clearly, other ratios could be considered to 
obtain a range of adjustment est.imatea. 
Estimating· Model 
At this point, the interdependence model can be written in its 
est~ted form as the eight interdependence coefficients have been 
estimated. The estimating f oxms (including values for the b1 in esti-
mating equations) are 
... 
(1.0) AL2 • l.82AL1 , 
... 
( 2. 2) P • Pl + (P 2 + 3 .19 AL 2) + P 3 • 
... 
(3.3) L • L1 + (L3 + .098 .AC) + t 4 + (LS+ . • 034 .AP)• 
... 
(4.3) Y • Y + (Y + .203 AC) + Y + (Yp + .106 !JP) 
p P1 P3 P4 S 
+ Yp and 
6 ... 
cs.2) c • c1 + 1180,1 + 1290 (P 2 + P 3> ~ 
In the estimatecl form, the intercept coefficients estimated by 
rearession have not been included. They are O,.itted because the model 
is concerned with only a small portion of the total relationship be-
tween variables. The five coefficients t~at have intercepts associated 
with th• were all determined by linear regression. The a2 values in all 
but one estimate indicate that between .75 and .85 percent of the change 
in the dependent variable is explained by the independent variable for 
the range that was dealt with (see Table VIII). It is quite possible 
561n an unpublished study by Charles H. Little·at Oklahoma State 
University in 1966, a basic employment multiplier for Western Oklahoma 
is estimated to be 1.84, supporting the employment multiplier of 1.82 
used in this studyo Little's estimate is made using simple linear re-
gression, forcing the rearession line through the origin. While the 
technique is different, his clas•ification of •ployment into basic 
and -service industries is essentially the same. 
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that for the entire range of values none of the relationships estimated 
are linear, but may be of some other formo Howeverg for the pur~ose of 
this study, and because only a small segment of the entire range is be-
ing considered, the linear regression estimate of the five coefficients 
is usedo The intercept terms are not included in the estimated form of 
the model for the above reasonso 
The next step in the analysis is to determine the initial changes 
in the exogenous variables 9 and relate the initial changes to the endo-
genous variables through the estimated form of the interdependence model o 
In the next chapter this will be doneo Results in the following chapter 
indicate the total iapact of agricultural adjustments on the nonfarm 
economyo 
CHAPTER V 
POTENTIAL CHANGES IN TOTAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 
This study is attempting to determine what effect agricultural re-
source adjustments will have on total economic activity in a rural area, 
The exact magnitude of future economic activity and the length of time 
required to reach the projected level are dependent upon the speed of 
the agricultural adjustments and their magnitude, No attempt is ~ade 
to specify timing of the projected adjustments, 
It must be emphasized that the projection of future demand for pro-
ductive inputs and consumer goods by the agricultural sector is based 
upon a study that measures the adjustment gap in agriculture. The pro-
jected demand by agriculture is based upon agriculture adjusting to the 
situation described by Strickland's results for the $3,000 returns , to 
operator's labor and management. !! the adjustments occur as ~udicated 
in Strickland's study, ,.lli!! the demand for productive inputs and con-
sumer goods by agriculture will be at various specified levels. Tne 
~stimate, or projection, of the magnitude of the impact of agricultural 
adjustments on the nonagricultural sector is dependent upon the validi-
ty of the adjustment estimate and how well the interdependence model 
approximates the economic relationships in the study area , 
In this chapter the impact of projected agricultural adjustments on 
the total economy of Southwestern Oklahoma is estimated. All projections 
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are based upon the estimated agricultural adjustments required to attain 
the goal of a $3 9 000 return to operator's labor and managemento The 
magnitude of the agricultural labor force and changes in the d~and for 
productive inputs used by agriculture was estimated in Chapter Illa 
Chapter IV dealt with the estimation of the interd~pendence model for 
the study areao The problem now is to determine how the projected chan-
ges in the agricultural sector of the econany will affect economic acti-
vity in the nonfarm sector of the economy for the eleven county study 
areao The total economic effect of the change in agricultural resource 
use is estimated with the interdependence modelo 
Economic Base Multipliers and Total Changes In Economic Activity 
One possible method of determining the total effect of agricultural 
resource use adjustments on economic activity in the study area is to 
use the multipliers derived from the economic base analysis of the areao 
This method is an alternative to the interdependence modelo The dif-
ference between the two estimating methods is that the multipliers 
used in the economic base analysis are developed from simple employment 
and population ratios& while the multipliers in the interdependence 
model are functional relationships between economic variableso The 
t wo methods give the same projected total change in the economic vari-
able being cons!dered~ either directly or indirectlyo However~ the 
interdependence model indicates the change in the variables for each 
sector and subsectoro The economic base analysis gives only the total 
changeo 
Agai n 9 the underlying assumption of economic base studies is that 
there are sympathetic movements in derivative employment and total 
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population to changes in basic employmento The ratios 0 or multipliers, 
obtained fran the economic base analysis i~dicate the magnitude of sym-
pathetic adjustments to changes in the baseo 
The two basic multipliers needed to determine the total economic 
impact of agricultural resource use adjustments are the basic-derivative 
employment multiplier and the basic employment-total population multi-
pliero The basic-derivative employment muitiplier indicates how deri-
vative employment changes in response to changes in basic employmento 
The basic employment-total population multiplier gives estimates of 
changes in total population in the area in response to changes in blsic 
employmento Another multiplier that is easily obtained is the basic-
total employment multiplier 9 which is always one greater than the ba-
sic-derivative employment multipliero 
Table XI shows the three multipliers just discussedo The table al-
so indicates basic, derivative 0 and total employment and the total ·popu-
lation in the nine counties included in the estimate of the basic-
employment multiplier used, b1 in equation loO of the interdependence 
modelo 
With the three multipliers obtained from the economic base analy-
sis0 it is possible to estimate directly the total change in nonfarm em-
ployment9 total employment,and total population0 given the estimated 
change in farm employmento It is also possible to estimate indirectly 
changes in total expenditures for consumer goods and serviceso 
Agricultural employment was estimated to decrease 60 110 full-time 
workers o Applying the derivative employment multiplier ( L82) to the 
change in basic employment (-6110) 9 derivative employment is estimated 
to decrease _by 1101200 The change in total employment is estimated to 
TABLE XI 
BASIC 9 DEMVAtFIVE·, AND· TOTAL EMP10¥MENT: - TOTAL POPULATION· AND RAT-IOS, 
BASED ON NINE COUNTIES IN SOUTIIWESTERN OKLAHOMA, 1960~ 
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Total Ratio to Basic 
Basic Employment2 16,525 loOO 
Derivative Employment2 30,063 lo82 
Total Employment 46,588 2o82 
Total Population3 146,363 8085 
1Includes-Beckham, Caddo, Cotton, Grady, Greer, Harmon 8 Kiowa 11 
Tillman, and Washita Countieso 
2see Table IX. 
3see ·Appendix D, Table· 2o 
be a reduction of 17 1 231 jobso With the decrease of 68 110 in basic em-
ployment 8 the change in total population (found by applying the total 
population multiplier 0 8085) is estimated to be a decrease of 54 8 073 
personso 
The change in expenditures for consumer goods and services can be 
estimated by multiplying the change in total population by per capita 
consumption expenditures for the study areao Per capita consumption 
expenditures for the area are estimated to be $1260 057 Thus 0 the esti-
mated decrease in expenditures for consumer goods is $68 8 120 8 000 (54~ 
073 x 1260) . The demand for agricultural productive inputs was esti-
mated to increase by $9 0124 0 000o The total volume of business in the 
57see Appendix Eo 
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retail, wholesale. and service firms subsector as the subsector has been 
defined for this study, has a net decrease of $58,996,000. 
The above are estimates of the total changes in the nonfarm labor 
force, total employment, and consumption expenditures. The impact of the 
agricultural resource adjustments on the various subsectors of the non-
farm economy can be estimated by introducing ·a cha_nge caused by agricul-
tural adjustments, -into · the· interdependence model. 
· Interdependence Model ·Estimates of the Total 
Change in Economic Activity 
The initial.change iri .the economic flows in the study area, as des-
cribed by the interdependence model, is introduced in equation 1.0 of 
the model. Equation 1.0 relates changes in agricultural employment to 
changes in nonagricultural employment, using the basic-derivative em-
ployment multiplier concept. In Chapter III the change in agricultural 
employment was estimated to be -6,110 workers. Using the basic employ-
ment multiplier (b1), estimated to be 1.82 in Chapter IV, the change in 
nonagricultural employment is projected to be -11,122, a 19 percent de-
crease from the present level. This is essentially the same procedure 
as the first step in using the economic base technique. 
(1.0) l1L2 • blLl 
• ( 1.82) (•6, 110) 
• -11,122 
... 
L2 • 58,928 - 11,122 
• 47,806 
With the change in the nonagricultural labor force estimated, it 
is possible to estimate changes in population, the various canponents 
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of nonagricultural employment, personal incomes t~ various classes of 
employment~ and changes in consumer expenditureso 
Changes in Population 
Equation 2o2 of the flow model is used in estimating ~hanges in 
populationo In the equation" the total population~ P~ is divided into 
three groups, farm population (P 1) • nonf arm population (P 2) " and the re-
tired population (P3)o The retired population includes all persons over 
age 60 D whether they live in town or on farmso It is recognized that 
many persons over 60 are still gainfully employed; however~ other per-
sons less than 60 are retiredo By using 60 years of age as the dividing 
point9 the actual number of persons retired can be approximated o 
(2ol) 
... 
( 2o2) P • P + (P + 3ol9AL) + P 
1 2 2 3 
In equation 2ol 9 retired population (P3) is assumed fixed®farm 
population (P1) is predetermined, and nonfarm population (P2) is de-
pende~t upon changes ·in the model. 
The change in the nonfarm population is given as a function of the 
change in nonfarm employmento The coefficient b2 of the relationship 
was estimated to be 3ol9 in Chapter IVo The change in the nonfarm em= 
ployment was estimated to be =110 122 persons using the basic-derivative 
employment ratio analysiso The change in the nonfarm population is 
estimated to be a decrease of 350 479 persons 0 58 which is 19 percent 
SBAP2 • (3ol9) (AL2) 
• (3ol9) (=11:,122) 
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less than the present nonfarm populationo 
The projected farm population is found by subtracti ng t he est imated 
decrease in agricultural employment times the number of persons per farm 
family from the present farm population. The value for P1 is estimat ed 
to be 23p523. 59 This is a 43 percent decrease from the present farm 
population. 
With the number of retired persons remaining approximately the same 
(36p596) and the population decreasing in number, the percentage of the 
population retired will increaseo The possibility of the retired seg-
ment of the population in the study ar.ea increasing as a percent of the 
total population is in line with what has happened in the past . In 1940 
the retired population was 9 percent of the total population. By 1960 
the retired population had increased to 14 percent of the total popula= 
tion. Under the projected conditions the retired population will be 
approximately 19 percent of the future total population. 
The total population after agricultural resource adjustment 0 using 
equation 2.2, is estimated to be 211,871 persons. The farm population 
estimate is 23 0 523. The estimate of the nonfarm population is 1510 752 
persons . The retired populati~n8 assumed to unchanging in numbers 0 is 
360 596. This is a 22 percent reduction in the total populationp with 
farm population reduced by 45 percent and nonfarm population reduced 
by 19 percent (see Table XII). 
59Projected farm population• (present farm population) - (decrease 
in agricultural employment) (average family size) 
P1 • 43,075 - (3.20)(6,110)• 43 0 075 - 19,552 • 23 0 523 
TABLE XII 
PRESENT -AND PR(:lJEC!EED LEVELS" OP POPUbATI.ON·· &Y GROUPS 




Present 1 Protected Change Present 
Total Populat:iol'l 2669902 211.871 =551)031 -21050 
Farm 43.075 23.523 -1911552 -45039 
Nonfarm 187!)231 1511)752 -35,A79 -18095 
Retired 361)596 36!)596 0 
1see Appendix D9 Table 20 
Chap.gee in Employment 
Changes in employment in the nonfarm labor force caused by the 
projected agricultural resource adjustments are estimated with equation 
3o3 of the flow modelo In equation 3o3 the nonfarm labor force (L 2) 
is divided into three -subsectors: employment in retail 9 wholesale!) 
and selt'Vice firms (L3); employment in mining and ~anufacturing (L4), 
and government employment in all levels of government (L5)o Employ= 
ment in the mining and manufacturing sector is assumed to remain con-
stanto 
"' "" 
( 3 0 2) L .,. L l + L J + L 4 + , LS 
(3o3) L ,.. L1 + (L 3 + biC) + L4 + (L5 + b4ti.P) 
= Ll + (L3 + Oo098ti.C) + L4 + (L5 + Oo034AP) 
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In equation 3~3, L1 is a predetermined variable estimated to be 
8,661 in Chapter Illo L4 is assumed fixed at 5p799o The remaining two 
A ·~ A 
variables. L3 and 1 511 ar.6 given as functional relationships; L3 • L3 + 
0.098AC and £5 = t 5 + Qo034APo Equation 3o3 is used to estimate three 
variables; A L_s, AL3, and ACo AL5 is estimated to be -1,871, using the .. 
value of AP obtained in estimating Pin equations 2o0 and 2o2• The 
vaiue for AL3 is estimated to be -9,251. Given AL3, AC (an estimate of 
the total change in both retail. and wholesale trade int.he .study area) 
is - $94,398,000o 60 
Total nonagricultural employment in the study area is estimated to 
decline by 11.122·persons9 19 percent below the present levelo Employ-
ment in the trade and service subsector is estimated to decrease by 
9,249, a decrea·se 9£ 2.3 percent from the present employment in the sub-
sector. Government employment is estimated to decrease by 1,971 jobs., 
. ··. ·~ 
15 percent below the present level. 
60(3 0 3) L • £1 + (L3 + b3AC) + L4 + (L 5 + b4AP) 
• 89 661 + (40,643 + .098 AC)+ 59 799 + {12,486 + 
( .234) (-55,031)} 
. (;,, 
• 8 9 661 + 40 8 643 + .098 AC + 5,799 + .U,486 -1.371 
• 65,718 + 0098 AC 
i. • i 1 t :i:2 _. s,661 + 47,806 • s6,461 
56,467 • 651 718 + .098 AC 
o098.6C • ··9~-251 
Ai.l • ·""9,251 
li.C • -$94e3'9$"000 
AL S • • .-1 •. 871 
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· The estimated changes in employment in the various sectors and sub= 
sectors of the economy in the study area are summarized in Table XIIIo 
The estimates indicate that a 42 percent reduction in agricultural em= 
ployment caused a 19 percent reduction in total nonagricultural employ-
ment., 
TABLE XIII 
1960 AND PROJECTED LEVELS OF EMPLOYMENT AND CHANGES IN EMPLOYMENT 
RESULTING FROM AGRICULTURAL RESOURCE· ADJUSTMENTS 
. IN SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA•. 
19601 Projected Change % Change 
Employ= Employ- in Em= Based on 
ment ment ployment Present_ 
i' ~
Agriculture' 14.,771 80661 -6,1102 -11051 
Nonagriculture 580928 47!)806 =ll.,J.22 =18087 
Retail9 Wholesale, 400643 3lg392 =91)251 =22076 
andfService Sales 
Mining and 5.,799 59799 0 0 
Manufacturing 
Government 12.,486 10.,615 . =19871 =14098 
Area ·Total 73!)699 569467 =17 !)232 =23052 
1 See Appendix D~ Table 2 o 
40btained from Chapter III • 
Changes in Personal Income 
Personal income is the money that consumers have to spend for goods 
and serviceso Changes in the volume of business done by firms selling 
consumption goods and services comes from changes in personal income 
and in the number of consumers along with the change in the demand for 
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production inputso The change in perso~l incom~ in the study area can 
be estimated using equation 4o3 of the modelo 
Equation 4o3 gives total personal income of the area as the sum of 
personal income in the various sectors of the economyo 
(4o0}. .. Y. • Y + Y 






=Y +Y +Y +Y +Y 
pl P3 ' P4 P5 P6 
Yp "" Ypl + (Yp3 + b5Ac )+ Yp4 + (Yp/ b6AP)+ yp6 
In equation 4o3 0 the personal income is predetermined for persons 
working 
persons 
in agriculture (Yp') 11 mining and manufacturing (YP ) " and retired 
1 4 
(Y ) o Previously it was explained that employment in the mining 
p6 
and manufacturing sector is assumed constant at its present level 0 thus 
personal income is assumed constanto The retired population is also 
assumed unchanging in numbers 11 and the personal income received by this 
group is assumed to remain at the present levela 
The perso.1:141 income received by the agricultural .sector is as-
sumed to remain at the present levelo An earlier assumption in this 
study is that resource adjustments are taking place to enable a higher 
return to operator 0 s labor and managemento At first these two assump-
tions may appear to be inconsistento The projected resource adjust= 
ments are increased farm size with a reduction in agricultural employ-
mento Thus 0 with the same total personal income to the agricultural 
sector of the economy and fewer human resources requiring returns" the . 
personal income per family in agriculture ~an increaseo 
The personal income of two subsectors of the nonfarm economy== 
retailp wholesale!) and service sales (Y ); and government (Yp) == 
P3 5 
is given as a functional relationship of the total volume of trade in 
the retail, wholesale9 a~d service firms subsector and population re-
specti~elyo In estilli-ting personal income to the retail, wholesale~ 
and serv:l.ce f ir11is, ti\~ change in the volume of sales is used from 
equation 3o3o The estimated change in total population is obtained 
from equations 2o0 and 2o2o Given these two estimates 9 the total 
change in personal income can be estimated as well as the change in 
the two subsectors in the nonagricultural sector, using equation 
4o3o 61 
The change in personal income to the retail!) wholesale 9 and ser-
vice firms subsector is estimated to be -$19,1639 000 (14 percent be-
low the present level)o The change in personal income to persons 
employed b.y the various governmental units and agencies is estimated 
to be -$51)8331)000 (7 percent less than present) o The total personal 
income in the study area is estimated to decrease by $24,9969 0001> re-
ducing total personal incane, after adjustments, available for the 
purchase of consumer goods and services to $325,573,000o This is a 
7 percent reduction fran the present level of. personal income in the 
area a T1;1.ble JCIV .swlliii~rizes the changes in personal income for the 
sectors and subsector.s of the study area Os economyo 
61i • Y + (Y. + b5 AC) + Yp + (Y + b AP) + Y p P1 p3 4 PS 6 P6 
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= 64 11 957 + {145 9 143,000 + ('Oa203) (-94,3981)000)} + 23,4981)000 
+ {800 847 ,,000 + (Ool06) (-551>031)} + 36,i)l33 0 000 
• $3251)573,,000 





- P~SENT AND PROJECTEp- LEVELS OF PE·RSONAL INCOME 9 AND CHANGES 
~~UllTIN-6 ·PR0M A&Rl,£UJ:.TU1W..· RBS-E>U·ReE«·A:BJUSTMBN·TS• · 
IN- ·SOUTHWE-STERN- OKLAHOMA·. · 
% -Change 
.:Based 
p ' 1 
Upon 
- , ... resen.t .. Change ·· Pro;;jeet*<i Present 
Agriculture $64,,957,,000 0 $ 6411957 ,ooo 
Nonagric1:1ltur~2 · 285,,612 9 000 -$24,,9961il000 260,616,000 -8075 
Sales & Services, 13997710000 -19,163,000 120,,608,,000 =13071 
Mining & Mfgo 26,761.,000 0 26,,761,000 
Government2 82,,947,000 - 5,833,000 77 ,114,,000 -7 ~·03 
Retired 36,133,000 0 36,133,000 0 
Total·- 350,569!)000 -24, 9969000 ~25,573,000 -7013 
· :I.See' Appendix D9 Table 2. 
'~xcludes incomes to military personn~l at Fort Sill ($77 9 500,000) o 
'f •I 
Chans;es in Consumption Expenditures 
Consumption expenditures0 as the term has been used throughout the 
study, includes two major types of purc.haseso The first is the pur-
chase of goods and services for personal consumptiono The second major 
type of purchases included in consumption expenditures are ~be produc'"' 
tive inputs used by agricultureo The changes in purchases or demand 
for productive inputs by agriculture were estimated in Chapter Illo 
Equation 5o2 in the model breaks total consumption exp.~H'.ldit,y.res 
into three classes-=demand for productive inputs by agriculture (c1)" 
demalfl for consumer goods and services by farm fam-:ilies (c2) i, and 
demand for consumer goods and services by nonfatm. families (Cj)o 
• C + l 
... 
bl l + b8 (P 2 + p 3) .. 
1180P l + 1290(P 2 + P 3) 
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The change in total consumption expenditures is the sum of changes 
in demand for agricultural productive i_nputs and in personal consumption 
by farm and nonfarm familieso The depiand for productive inputs was es-
timated in Chapter IJI to increase by $9,124 9 0000 The· changes in per-
sonal consumption expenditures by nonfarm and farm families are esti• 
mated by multipliying the projected population of the farm and nonfarm 
sectors£) P 1 and P_2!) by their respective per capita consumption expen-
ditures o. The total change in personal consumption_ expenditures is es-
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timated to -$68 1 840 11 000 9 a 20 percent reduction from the present levelo 
The total volume of trade in the sales and service subs.ector is esti-
matedi) using equations.2to be $330&717,000 9 15 percent below the pre~ 
·,:, 
sent volumeo 63 Table XV summarizes the changes in consumption 
. 621n footnote 60 AC was estimated to be -$94 9398 90000 Included 
in that estimate is the change in the volume of wholesale trade in 
the study areal> as well as retail and service saleso In the estimate 
here consUl'llption expenditure declines by $68&840,000.o Only expendi= 
tures at retail (l'utlets and service firms are includedo In equation 
3o3 changes in employment by variou.s sectors and subsectors are being 
estimated and employment in the retail!) wholesale,and service firm 
subsector is assumed related to the total volume of trade in the sub= 
sectoro Thus wholes~le trade is included in the estimate of AC used 
in equation 3o3o The same Ac (-$94 11 398 0 000) is also used in equation 
4o3 for essentially the same reasono 
In equation 5o2 changes in retail and service trade are estima= 
ted for us.e in Chapter VI o Since only retail and serv::J,ce trade are 
being considered, all wholesale trade has been excluded from the esti-
mate of the change the volume of tradeo 
6j~- -~. " 
C c1 + b 7P1 + b8(P 2 + P3) 
= 59!)9910000+ (1180)(239523) + (1290) (1519752 + 369596) 
•,59~991 0 000 + 27 0 757 9000 + 242 11 969 9 000 
,. • ~30 0717 gOOO 
c2 + c1 = 210!)126,000 
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expenditures by the various.sectors of.theeconomy in the study area. 
TABLE. XV 
PRESENT.ANDPROJECTED LEVELS OF CONSUMPTION AND CHANGES 
RESULTING FROM AGRICULTURAL RESOURCE ADJUSTMENTS 



































-59, 716,000 -15.29 
The two methods that can be used in estimating the impact of agri-
cultural resource use adjustments on total economic activity give es-
sentially the same projection. of total change. The results using the 
economic base method of analysis give projections of changes in total 
population and in total nonagricultural employment only. The use 
of the interdependence model (which admittedly utilizes the concept of, 
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and a multiplier derived from 9 an economic base analysis) gives not.only 
the total changes in the four economic measures 9 but it also indicates 
how various sectors and subsectors changeo Having estimates of changes 
within each sector and subsector as well as the total change in economic 
activity enables more detailed and meaningful projections of future 
economic activity to be madeo The more detailed projection0 in turn, 
will guicie individuals in specific subsectors in adjusting to meet the 
futurf:? needs of the areao 
Summary of Changes in the Nonfarm Economy 
The impact of the projected agricultural resource use adjustments 
on the nonfarm economy has been estimated in terms of changes in per-
sonal incomesi, employment 0 consumption and ~tal populationo These 
. .. ' : 
c.hanges are summarized in Table XVI o 
The results of the analysis indicate that attainment of a $3&000 
return to operator 9 s labor and management 9 assuming the minimum re= 
source adjustment criterion0 will reduce agricultural employment (in= 
eluding farm operators) by 42 percent from the present levelo The re= 
duction in employment means that farm population will also decreaseo 
The farm population is estimated to decrease by 45 percent from its 
present numbero As the farm population decreases~ total personal con-
sumption by farm families will declineo The decrease in personal con-
sumption by the farm sector is estimated to be 42 percento 
The agricult.ural sector adjustment is expected to require add:f.= 
tional purchased inputs of 18 percento The increase in use of pur= 
chas,d inputs is due 9 in part 9 to the substitution of capital for laboro 
TABLE XVI 
SUMMARY .OF. PRESENT. AND .. P.ROJ.ECTE.D LEYELS .DF .. ,.POPULATION, 
EMPLOYMENT.-, ... PERSONAL., IN.COMES,. AND .. ,CO.NSUMPTION; 
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Income (000) Yp 
Agricultural. Ypl 
Nonagricultural Yp2 
R9 Wo &S" Yp3 
Mining .& Mfg. Yp4 
Government Yp5 
Retired Yp6 
Total Volo Retail 
Trade (000) C 
Agro Prod 9 Inputs.Cl 
Agro Per. Consum. c2 
Nonagr. Per. Con. c3 
4 
Total Per. Consum. 
1see table XII. 
2see table XIII. 
3see table XIV. 
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The nonfarm sector of the economy faces a total reduction in sales 
to the agricultural sector of approximately $119 017 9 000 9 and a reduction 
of 190 552 potential consumers of goods and serviceso The flow model 
developed to determine the impact of agricultural adjustments on the 
nonfarm sector of the economy estimates that projected changes in the 
agricultural sector will reduce nonfarm employment by 19 percent 9 non-
farm population by 19 percent,and personal incomes in the nonfarm sec-
tor by 9 percent o The total volume of trade by the sales and services 
subsector is estimated to decrease by 15 percento 
The results indicate that changes in the agricultural sector of the 
economy of a rural area9 such as Southwestern Oklahoma, have a large 
impact on the nonagricultural sector in terms of employment and per-
sonal incomeso Employment and personal incomes are both key variables 
in the maintenance and/or development of economic activityo The next 
question to be answered is what do the decreases in employment,· con-
sumption expenditures 9 and personal incomes in the area mean to the 
individual firms selling consumer goods and serviceso Also to be ex-
amined in the next chapter is the potential r'eductio'Q. in nonfarm firms 
caused by the estimated agricultural adjustmentso 
CHAPTER VI 
POTENTIAL ADJUSTMENTS IN THE NONAGRICULTURAL SECTOR 
Estimates of future economic activity in the nonfarm sector of the 
economy were made in Chapter V. The estimates indicate that there will 
be a sizeable reduction in the volume of retail trade over time, if the 
resources in the agricultural sector of the economy adjust as indicated 
in the farm adjustment study, The question to be answered is how, the 
various types of retail sales and service firms might be affected in 
terms of volume of trade and number of surviving firms. 
Present Si tuations-Nonfarm Firms 
Interviews were conducted in eleven towns and cities in South-
western Oklahoma .to obtain estimates of the present volume of sales by 
different types of retail firms, and estimates of the volume of sales 
that the firms need for surviv~l. The co11D11unities in which firms 
were interviewed were selected by a stratified random sample. 
T~e cities and towns of the eleven county study area were strati-
fied into four groups based upon the 1960 population, The four groups 
are: 1) population 2500 or less; 2) population 2501 to 5000; 3) popu-
lation 5001 to lQ.,OOO;and 4) population greater than 10,000. Communi-
ties selected and populations in each of the first three groups are: 
group 1) Erick, 1300; Sentinel, 1200; and Fletcher, 850; group 2) ,Man-
gum, 4000; Hollis, 3000; and Walters, 2800; and group 3) Elk City, 8200; 
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Frederick& 5900; and Hobart~ 51000 There: are only three cities with 
population over 10,000 in the study areao Since the study is concerned 
primarily with the impact of agricultural adju.stment 0 L~wton was ex-
cluded from the sample cities as its retail trade is heavily d•pendent 
.. , .. ,. 
upon Fort S 111 and expenditures by military personnelo Thus, the can.-
munities in group 4) are Altus 9 21,000 and qµi~kasha 9 14,9000 Seven 
of the eleven communities are county seatso 
. ~. .' 
Sampling of Firms for Interviews 
The selection -of firms was made by drawing a random sample frpm. 
lists of firms furnished by the Chambers of Commerce in the eleven 
study communitieso Agab: 0 the sample can be called a ·Stratified ran-
dom sample because the firms were divided into nine categorieso 'The 
categories are: Ia) grocery stores and super markets; lb) cafes; 
II) furniture and appliance stores; III) men's and women's clothing 
stores, shoe stores, and department stores; IV) variety,, drug, and 
.' ., ~ 
hardware stores; V) auto dealers, and service stations; VI) agricul-
tural productive input sale outlets; VII) building materials; and 
VIII) personal and financial serviceso One or more firms,, with the 
exception of cafes and building materials,, were selected from each of 
the nine categories in each study communityo Table XVII gives the num-
ber of firms interviewed by categoryo More firms were included in the 
sample from the larger communities to give the individual firms located 
there about the same chance of being drawn for the sample as firms in 
the smaller c~unitieso In total,, 132 firms were interviewedo 
The intetiriews·were conducted with either the owner or manager of 
each firm in the sampleo The questionaire used was designed to obtain 
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information in four areas (see Appendix F for a sample questionaire)o . . 
First!'> questions were asked about the major firm cbaracteristicso Char-
acteristics included were the number of employees, the present volume of 
business, the amount of capital being used in the firmp the year the 
firm 'Was established, the year the current management started 0. :and in-
forma·tiot1 on the location of the· wholesalers with which the firmi deals 0 .. 
TABLE XVII 
?fPM5ER OF FIRMS INTERVIEWED- BY FIRM CATEGORI~S O · 
. . SOUTHWESTERN'··oKr.AHOMAo · . 
Category l~ .Ih II III IV V VI VII VIII Total 
:J.:3 6 li Number 14 
. r 
18 15 20 8 27 132 
Tlie·second are1:1. of questions dealt with the firmvs ~rade area.;: The 
p:resent number of customer;s eerved 0 percent .o{ customers that areJfarm. 
~ • ., ! • . . : .. 
£~~lies.. and the size of the trade area were included in tr_~5!~}ilJ'ea_ in-
f orniat:i.ono 
. 'if":"'.'"'. 
The third area of questions dealt with the firm 0s competitiono 
Questions were asked to determine the number of competitors 0 how the 
firm ··ra-nked among the total number of competitors 0 and how the number 
of competitors has changed in the past 15 yearso The purpose was to ob-
tain an idea of the interviewed firm 0 s competitive standing in the trade 
area 0 and to obtain information on the past change in firm numbers in 
the particular trade areaso 
The last part of the questionaire was designed to obtain informa-
t:ion on the future conditions facing the firmso These questions gave 
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information on needed volume of trade for present firm size for "satis-
64 factory" profits, and what the individual managers felt the future 
held in store for them in terms of competition and potential agricul-
. 
tural adjustments. The information from the last section of questions 
is used to project the future number of firms,assuming the estimated 
agricultural adjustments. do take place. 
Present .. Number .. of_ Fi.rms 
An estimate of the present number of retail firms in the study 
area was obtained from sales tax data from the Oklahoma Tax Commission. 
The Commission publishes an annual report, Oklahoma Sales Tax .!!!2 ~ 
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Tax 9 which includes sales tax collecti~ns and number of retu?;tls .:by 
county for ten classes of business firms. The ten classes of firms 
include all firms whose sales are subject to state sales tax. ,Because 
sales tax returns are filed quarterly, the number of returns reported 
divided by four gives an estimate of the total number of firms. in a 
particular clas·s of firms for a particular year. Table XVIII gives the 
number of firms, in the year 1960-61 by business group for the study area. 
The estimated number of firms given in Table XVIII includes what 
can be called "commercial" firms and "quasi-commercial" firms. The 
difference between the commercial and quasi-commercial firms is 
64satisfactory profits refers to a level of net returns to the 
firm that pays an "opportunity cost return" to all owned capital and 
gives the firm owner an income which he feels necessary for his family 
to live comfortably. This definition will be used throughout this 
cqapter. 
65 
Oklahoma Tax Commission. 
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essentially the same difference as between commercial and noncommercial 
farms (see page 42). A commercial firm is one that has sufficient re-
sources to provide a "satisfactory" income to the owner or operator of 
the firm for his labor and management after an opportunity cost return 
is paid owned capital used by the firm. This defin~tion is essentially 
the same as the general definition of a commercial farm. The commercial 
nonfarm firm faces similar problems, in many respects, to the problems 
of commercial farms. The problems of the established firms are what 
volume of trade to strive for, what lines of merchandise to carry, and 
how large a trade area to cover with the resources available to the firm 
(including capital, labor and managerial abilities). Other problems 
facing the nonfarm firms are whether to expand their present physical 
facilities, relocate the firm or to establish a branch store. The in-
dividual firm must even decide whether or not to remain in business. For 
example, the owner of a firm selling hardware must decide if his present 
location has sufficient potential trade for him to earn a satisfactory 
living or if an alternative would be better. He must decide if he needs 
to expand or remodel his present store facility or to continue using the 
store the way it is. He must decide what lines of merchandise to carry 
to meet the needs of his customers. Finally, the owner or manager must 
decide what volume of trade to strive for and the size trade area needed 
to provide t~e volume of trade desired. These problems correspond to 
problems of commercial farms of how much, what, and how to produce. The 
quasi-commercial nonfarm firms lack sufficient resources to give a "satis-
factorylf level of returns to the owner or operator for his labor and 
management, after an opportunity cost return is paid owned capital. The 
owners or operators of these firms are living on capital in the same 
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manner as the .. operators .of. noncommerciaLfarms.-.do .• 
TABLE. XVIII 





General Merchandise ... ' 
Furniture,, Fixtures and Equipment 
Motor Vehicle~ .. '" ... 
Lumber and ... Materials ,,. .. 
Services. 















~stiyiated from Oklahoma Sales Tax and ~ !!!,, Statistical Report 
· for the Fiscal ~ Ending ~ 30, 1961, Oklahoma Tax Commission, (Okla-
homa City~). 
The quasi-commercial firms can be typified by the rural, cross-
roads store and many stores in small communities. The estimate of the 
number of firms given in Table XVIII overstates the number of commercial 
firms in the study area because of the presence of many small, quasi-
commerical business firms. 
An attempt to estimate the present number of commercial firms is 
made using the results of the questionaires and information on consump-
tion expenditures. The estimate to be made classifies the firms somewhat 
differently than does the State Tax Commission, conforming instead to the 
classification used in the questionaires described earlier in this chap~ 
ter. The main difference is that firms selling agricultural productive 
inputs are included in the General Merchandise group in the sales tax 
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information, but are considered a s~parate groµp for the purposes of this 
study" Another difference betwe~n the classifications is that department 
stores are included in the General ·Merchandise class in the sales tax in-
formation, but they are included in class ·1u (clothing stores) for the 
purposes of study. The Food classification of the sales tax information 
is separated into class Ia,· grocery stores and super markets, and class 
Ib, cafes,in this study. 
The estimated 1960 volume of trade in the various types of firms is 
given in Table nx. The estimate is made by allocating the total per-
sonal consumption expenditures for the eleven county area to·the various 
classes of firms by the percentage of personal income spent on various 
consumer goods. Table nx also includes the projected volume of trade 
in the various classes of firms using the estimated future total per-
sonal income of the area after the projected agricultural adjustments 
have had their total effect. All classes of firms, except those selling 
primarily agricultural productive inputs, showa decrease in the volume 
of. trade. The total volume of trade for firms selling agricultural 1.., ., 
productive inputs increases, as was explained in Chapter III. 
Estimates of the present volume of trade of the various types of 
commercial firms were obtained from the interviews with the individual 
firmso The average present volumes of trade obtained from the samples 
firms, by class of business, are given in Table XX. It ·should be em-
phasized that the firms interviewed are considered commercial (as the 
term was explained above). An effort was made to exclude the small 
quasi-commercial type of business operations from the sampled firms. Also 
given in Table XX is the manager's estimate of volume of trade needed for 
firm survival given the present method of firm operation. 
TABLE .XIX 
PERCENT OF PERSONAL INCOME SPENT,AND PRESENT AND 
PROJECTED VOLUME OF TRADE BY CLASS OF 
RETAIL FIRM, SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA. 
I 
Percent Present 
of Volume Projected 
Personal 'of 2 Volume of 
Class of Income 1 Trade Trade3 
Retail Firm 'Spent 
Consumer Goods & (1,000) (1,000) 
Services 
Class Ia 18.6 $63,159 $50»355 
Cl~ss Ib 5.7 19,355 15,431 
Class II 601 20, 713 16,514 
Class III 9.6 32,598 25~990 
Class IV 10. 7 36,334 28,968 
Class V 19.5 66,217 52,792 
Class VI lQ.2 34,635 27,614 
Class VII 6.1 20,713 16,514 
Not Included 
4 
13 .5 45 ,8,41 36,548 
Total 100.0 339,566 270,726 
Agricultural Pro-
ductive ·· Inputs 50,867 59,991 

















1The percentages used in this column are obtained from Consumer 
Expenditures and Income, Small Cities in the Southern Re,&.ion, 1961, BLS 
Report 237-75,' April, 1964. 
2Percent of personal income spent x present total personal income. 
3Per~ent of personal income spent x projected personal income. 
4 It appears that personal savings is included in this groupo 
TABLEJCX 
PRESENT ,,AND NEEDED .. VOLUME •. OF., TRADE .. FOR . .SAMPLED FIRMS 
IN SOUTHWESTERN~·:OKtAHOHA ~ 
Present Needed 
Average Average 






Class Ia $300,000 $326',000 $ +i6,000 
Class Ib 50,000 51,000 + 1,000 
Class II 99,000 106,000 + 5,000 
Class III 126,000 133,000 + 7,000 
Class IV 106,000 107,000 + 1,000 
Class V 327,000 323,000 - 4,000 
Class VII 235,0.00 .. 227,000 - 8,000 
Agricultural 
Productive Inputs 601,000 528,000 -73,000 
In two of the seven classes of business firms selling personal con-
sumption goods, the average present volume of sales is greater than the 
average needed volume of sales. The two are class V, which includes 
auto dealers and service statfons, and class VII, building materials. 
When the present and needed average volumes of trade for auto deal-
ers and service stations are considered sepa~ately, the auto dealers in-
dicated a present average volume of $605,000 and a needed average volume 
of $600,000. The service stations interviewed indicated a present aver-
age volume of $93,000 and a needed average volume of $99.,000, an increase 
in needed volume of $6,000 per firm. In the case of auto dealers the 
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present average volunie exceeds the needed by $5,000 per firm, which is an 
indication of fairly rapid adjustment by auto dealers to changes in their 
volume of trade. Firms selling building materials also appear to have ad-
justed to changes facing them~ 
All other classes of firms selling consumer items indicate a need for 
additional tradeo The need ranges from one percent in class IV to over 
eight percent in class Ia. The estimated increase in the needed average 
volume of trade in the five classes and by service stations .as shown in 
Table XX, indicate that there are excess firms for the present volume of 
trade in the area. 
Present and PotentiaLNumber . of ConnnerciaL Firms ... 
Using the data from Tables XIX and XX it is possible to estimate 
both the number of connnercial firms needed for the 1960 volume of trade 
and the potential future number of commercial firms. The estimate of 
the present number of firms by business class is made by dividing the 
1960 volume of trade obtained from Table XIX, by the present average 
volume, obtained from Table II. The estimated number of firms is given 
in Table XXI. 
The projected number of firms by business class is ob,tained by di-
viding the projected volume of trade, obtained from Table XIX by the 
needed average volume of trade, given in Table XX. These are also given 
in Table XXI. 
The number of firms in Table XXI is an estimate of the ,commercial 
firms in the study area before and after agricultural adjustment. In all 
but one class, the number of firms is estimated to decline. The decline 
is cau~ed by two factorso One factor is the adjustment of firms in total 
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number to the present total volume of trade available to each class. The 
second factor causing the decline in firm numbers is the decrease in pro-
jected total volume of trade. The total change in what can be considered 
commercial firms is a decline of 212. The firms th~t show an increase in 
number~ are those selling agricultural productive inputs. The increase in 
this class of firms is due primarily to the projected increase in demand 
for purchased inputs. (see Chapter III) • 
TABLE XXL 
PRESENT. AND. PROJECTED. NUMBER.OF.COMMERCIAL. FIRMS 
IN SOUTH'~ESTERN'.OKLAHOMA. 
Present 
Number Number of 
· Class of Firm of Firms Firms Needed 
Consumer Goods 
Class Ia 215 188 
Class Ib 382 330 
Class II 207 170 
Class III 257 213 
Class IV 341 296 
Class V 201 178 
Class VII 146 f35 
Agricultural 
Productive Inputs 85 112 











The estimated changes in firm numbers by class of firms given in 
Table XXI are net changes in groups of heterogeneous firmo. In class III., 
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for example, the estim~ted change in finns selling clothing items is -44. 
Included in class III are men's and women's ~lothing stores, department 
stores, and shoe stores. The estimated decline in firm numbers does not 
mean that the number of each type of store will decline by 11. The esti-
mated change in firm numbers says that there will be potential volume of 
consumer expenditures on clot:hing·items to support 44 fewer commercial 
firms s~lling such items. It is possible for specific type or types of 
firms within the class to increase in numbers while all others d~cline. 
For example, it is possible for the number of specialty clothing stores 
to increase by 5 and the number of general clothing, shoe,and department 
stores to decline by 49g giving "8 net change in class III of -44 firms. 
In the case of firms selling agricultural productive inputs, there 
may be declines in the number of firms selling some types of inputs 
such as machinery and increases in the number selling other types of 
inputs such as fertilizers and chemicals. 
Potential Magnitudes .. of. Nonfarm .. Firm Adjustment ..... 
There are two potential sources of future adjustments of retail firms 
in Southwestern Oklahoma. The first are adjustments to more efficient 
firm size for the present volume of trade in the area. The present num-
ber of firms in the study area has been estimated by two different meth-
odso The first method, using sales tax data, indicates that there are 
presently 4,223 firms selling items subject to sales tax. The second 
method of estimation, using the commercial firm criteria, indicates that 
there is enough trade in~he study area to support 1,834 retail firms 
(see Table XXI)o If the present number of firms providing services (373) 
is added to the second estimate, the result is 2,207 commercial firms in 
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area. The difference, 2,016 firms, is an estimate of the present adjust-
ment gap in the nonagricultural sector. 
The second source of potential nonfarm firm adjustments is the pro-
jected reduction in the total volume of trade in the area. Table XXI 
shows that the number of commercial firms in the area is estimated to de-
cline by 212. This is' a 12 percent reduction from the estimate of the 
present number of commercial firms that could economically exist in the 
study area. 
The total potential magnitude of nonfarm firm adjustment is a de-
cline of 2,228 firms--2,016 from the present adjustment gap and 212 from 
the projected adjustment gap. The question that now arises is whether 
adjustments of this potential ma~itude are likely to occur. 
Included in the questions asked of the firm managers was one deal-
ing with past changes in compet~tion and another requesting informa-
tion >Qn how the manager felt compe,tition would change in the future • 
. ' 
~ 
In response to. the first question, 30 .5 percent of the interviewed mana-
gers said that the number of their competitors had been de~reasing, 
38.2 percent said there had been no change, and 31.3 percent said that 
the number of competitors had been increasing. Many of the managers 
did say that part of their new competition comes from existing ~irms 
taking on new lines of merchandise. These managers indicated that the 
total number of firms in the area is about the same, but that the trend 
is for the individual firm to diversify its lines of merchandise. In 
response to the second question only 8.4 percent of the managers felt 
that the n.umber of competing firms would increase, 65 .4 percent foresaw 
no change in the number of competi;ors, and 26.0 felt they would have 
fewer competitors in the future. 
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The number of firms estimated from the sales tax data indicates a 
steady decline for the past 18 years. The decline is particularly.;high 
in the counties with the greater rural population. The counties with 
the greatest percentage of the population urban have actually shown an 
/ 
increase in the number of firms. However, the increase in these few 
counties is more than offset by the decreases in the other counties. 
(See Appendix G). Thus, historical evidence supports the hypothesis 
of a decline in the number of nonfarm firms in the area. Firm managers 
(to a certain extent) expect the decline to continue. 
There are several factors that will limit the magnitude of future 
nonfarm firm adjustments. The greatest limiting factor is trade area 
size. . It must be remembered that the commercial firm estimates were ob-·-
tained using only a volume of trade criteria. In order for a firm to 
. . . 
obtain a given volume of trade, it must have sufficient potential cus-
tomers within its more or less established trade area to provide the vol-
ume. In response to questions about trade ;area size, the managers of 
firms selling consumer goods indicated that 90 to 95 percent of their 
trade came from within 15 miles of the firm. The managers of firms sel-
ling agricultural inputs indicated that 80 percent of their trade came 
from within 20 miles, a slightly larger trade area than consumer goods 
fitms serve. 
The problem of trade area expansion is one of length of time needed 
for travel to the larger trade centers. A trip of about 30 minutes one 
way is as far as· many people are willing to travel to shop if there are 
alternative (even though less desirable) shopping facilities located 
closer. Better roads have enabled more rapid travel to trade centers in 
the past, thus expanding trade area size. With the present system of 
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improved roads i.n the study area, it is doubtful that trade areas can be 
expanded a great deal through more rapid transportationo 
Assuming that the size of the trade area can be expanded, another 
problem that arises is the number of potential customers. It was esti-
mated in Chapter V that the population in the study area would decrease 
'-
by 60,000 persons. It will be necessary for most firms to expand the 
size of their trade areas just to maintain the present number of poten-
tial customers. 
A third factor that might tend to restrict adjustments of nonfarm 
firms is the present trade patterns. Many small communities were founded 
as the area was settled. As better roads and modern methods of trans-
portation have been adopted, the need for these once thriving trade cen-
ters has been reduced. But the small towns seem to be able to survive 
and the small--perhaps quasi-commercial--firms in them continue to 
operate. Many of the firms in these small towns exist only because they 
provide convenience by saving the 30 minute trip to the large trade cen-
ters for a loaf of bread and a box of crackers. As long as these firms 
provide a desired service, many of them will be able to survive. 
/ 
It is because of the three problems just discussed that total ad-
justments indicated in Table XXI will lag. However, this is not to say 
that there will not be adjustment$ of a sizeable magnitude in firms in the 
retail, wholesale, and service sales subsectoro The total adjustment 
achieved will depend upon how the three factors impeding adjustments 
are overcome o 
The information presented in this chapter can be .useful to indivi-
dual nonfarm firm owners or managers in the study area because it provides 
aids in formulating expectations of ~uture economic activity. It provides 
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a guide to the potential volume of trade in nine classes of firms, and 
gives an estimate of the number of connnercial firms (as the term has 
been defined in this chapter) that might exist in the future. The in-
dividual firm manager has an estimate of the projected total volume of 
trade for particular types of firm and can adopt policies to attain 
that part of the total volume that he feels will be most profitable to 
himo The study has also indicated which types of merchandise might be 
in greatest demand. 
It must be emphasized that the projections given in this chapter 
are based on aggregates and that the changes are net changes of a group 
of firms with similar characteristics. Any changes in operations that 
individual firms undertake should be based upon a microeconomic analy-
sis of the firm, using tpe results of this study to formulate expecta-
tions of future economic activity. 
CHAP.tER.,VII 
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS.-. 
0'3j1ctiv~ --
The overall objective of this study has been to determine the impact 
of potential resource adjustments in agriculture on the other sectors of 
the economy in Southwestern Oklahoma. Specific objectives have been to 
determine the effect of the agricultural adjustments upon population in 
the area; employment in the nonagricultural sector; personal incomes in 
the area; and total volume of trade in the retail, wholesale, and ser-
vice firms in the area. The feasibility for the study arises from pre-
vious research conducted to determine optimum resource use and allocation 
in agriculture. The research technique used in the resource adjustment 
study was linear programming. The objective function specifies a solu-
tion such that the minimum set of resources needed to attain a specific 
level of returns to the farm operator's labor and management is deter-
mined. The results of the agricultural adjustment study indicate that a 
reduction of approximately 6100 farm operators is needed to attain opti-
mum resource use consistent with the specified returns ($3000) to labor 
and management. The reduction is approximately 42 percent of the present 
number of farm operators. If the ~esource adjustments in agriculture do 
take place as predicted in the adju§tment study, the problem becomes one 




To determine the total impact .of agricultural adjustments on eco-
nomic activity in Southwestern Okla~oma, an economic model describing 
... ~~ ..... 
the interdependence of the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors of 
the economy was developed. The interdependence model consists of five 
equation, of which one is a functional relationship and' four are iden-
tity statements. The identity statements describe the relationship of 
various sectors and subsectors to total population, employment, per-
sonal income, and consumption expenditures. Within each of the four 
identity statements there are one or two functional relationships indi-
eating the interdependence of several key variables in the model. The 
eight parameters or coefficients in the interdependence model are esti-
mated using data from the study area. Five of the coefficients are 
estimated by least squares regression, two are simple averages and one 
is estimated from an economic base analysis (an averaging technique) of 
the study area. The five coefficients estimated by least-squares re-
gression and the one estimated from the economic base analysis can be 
considered multipliers, because they indicate the total change in a de-
pendent variable cau,ed by change in an independent variable. 
The key to the interdependence model is the multiplier derived from 
the economic base analysis because it indicates how changes in agricul-
tural employment will affect total employment in the .area. The multi-
plier is the ratio of derivative employment to basic employment. It 
represents the capacity of economic activity in the basic industries 
to support economic activity in the derivative industries of the study 
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area when employment is used as a measure of economic activity. Basic 
industries are those that produce goo~s and/or services locally for sale 
outside the study area. Derivative industries are those that produce 
goods.and/or services locally for sale within the study area. In this 
analysis, employment in agriculture, manufacturing, and mining is con-
sidered basic, with all other employment. being .. derivative. 
Results. 
By intro~ucing changes in ecg_nomic activity caused by the projected 
agricultural resource adjustments into the model, changes in total eco-
nomic activity as well as changes in the various subsectors of the non-
agricultural sector of the economy are estimated. 
The results of this study indicate that if agricultural resource 
adjustments occur in the magnitude estimated, all the economic variables 
included in the interdependence model will decline, except one. The one 
variable that is projected to increase is the demand for productive in-
puts by agriculture •. The estimated 42 percent reduction in agricultu;al 
employment results in a 19 percent reduction in employment in the nonag-
ricultural sectoro In terms of jobs, a reduction of 6000 in agriculture 
results in a loss of approximately 11,000 i_n the nonagricultural sector, 
of whic~ 9,200 are in the retail, wholesale, service subsector and 1,800 
are in the governmental subsector. Along with the reduction in the num-
ber of jobs, personal income is reduced by 25 million dollars. Consump-
tion expenditures are estimated to decline by 20 percent, or 68 million 
dollars. Population in the area is projected to be reduced by 55,031 
persons, 22 percent less than the 1960 level. Thus, the projected ag-
ricultural adjustments will have an appreciable impact on total economic 
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activity in Southwestern Oklahoma. The severity of the impact depends up-
on the speed of the adjust-ents in agriculture an~ the action taken by 
the nonagricultural sector to prepare fort or counteractt the! reduction 
in agricultural employment. 
The present number of retail and service firms in the area is esti-
mated to be 4220.· .The preserit volume of trade in the area is sufficient 
to support approximately 2,ioo commercial firms and service establishments, 
indicating a present ~djustment gap of 2000 firms. This sizeable adjust-. . -
ment gap is an indication of low returns to resources being used in the 
nonagricultural sector. The impact of agricultural adjustments is a 
general decline in the volume of retail and service trade in thi!area 
resulting in the number of commercial firms in the area being reduced by 
an add.itional 200 firms. The total potential decrease in commercial re-
tail and service firms is 2200,2000 from the present adjustment gap and 
200 from the future gap. It is doubtful that the number of firms will be 
reduced by this full amount because of fixed capital investment and the 
presence of many convenience stores whose owners are willing to accept 
low returns on their capital investment. 
In terms of different types of firms, only those selling agricul-
tural productive inputs show a potential gain in the volume of trade to 
expect ~d in firm numbers. 
Implications, 
The results of the analysis are dependent upon the estimates of 
the eight coefficients in the interdependence model and the projected 
agricultural resource adjustments. Of the coefficients, the most crucial 
is the basic employment multiplier. Also important is the estimate of 
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changes in agricultural employment. The problem with these two estimates 
is whether they represent the situation as it exists (in the case of the 
multiplier) and will exist (in the case of agricultural employment). If, 
' J· ... 
for ... example, the de.cline in agricultural employment is o~ly 4500, deriva-
tive employment wou14.decline by only 8190 (assuming the basic employment 
multiplier is 1.82 as given in Table XI) and total population would de-
cline by 39,825 persons. On the other hand if the basic employment muL~ 
tip lier is actually 1.50 instead of 1.82 as estimated .in Chapter IV, the 
6100 decline in agricultural employment would cause a reduction of 9,150 
jobs in the nonagriculturaJ sector. If the basic employment mult.:f,plier 
is higher, for instance 2.25, nonagricultural employment could be ex-
pected to decline by 13,750. CorrespondinglY, a greater decline in ag-
ricultural, employment would cause greater declines in nonagricultural em-
ployment and total economic activity. 
The accuracy of the estimation of these two variables in the inter-
dependence model determines the accuracy of the estimate of the total 
impact of agricultural adjustments on economic activity in Southwestern 
Oklahoma. The general direction of the impact is a reduction in total 
economic activity. Thus, the existence of a need for labor and resource 
migration in the agricultural sector causes a general reduction in total 
economic activity. The magnitude of the total reduction in economic 
activity is dependent upon the total reduction in agricultural employ-
ment and the substitution of capital for labor by agriculture. It is 
possible to offset the impact of agricultural adjustments by increasing 
employment in other sectors of the economy or by adopting labor inten-
sive enterprises in agriculture. 
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Need for Further.Research 
This study has shown that agricultural resource use adjustments have 
an appreciable impact on total economic activity in a rural areao De-
clines in economic activity in small areas are beneficial to national 
economic growth and development because of resource transfers to uses 
yielding higher returnso However, the decline in economic activity is 
costly to the local area in terms of loss of skilled human resources and 
declining returns to fixed capital in the area, particularly social 
capital o 
In this study the impact of agricultural resource adjustments on 
social services, such as schools, hospitals, and churches, has not been 
investigated except through government employmento Much useful informa-
tion for local governments and social institutions could be obtained 
from such a studyo The analysis could provide estimates of needed 
school and hospital facilities, the tax base available to support social 
services of various types, and changes needed in political structures 
to achieve desired social services at minimum taxpayer cost. 
Another logical study to follow would be one to determine what type 
or types of inqustries or technologies could be established in South-
western Oklahoma to provide employment for the displaced agricultural 
labor. By keeping the human resources employed within the area, total 
economic activity could be maintained or increasedo It is important that 
any type of industrialization in the area be on a sound economic basis, 
not a short term, make work type of ventureo 
Because the area is predominately agricultural in nature, it appears 
that industries to process agricultural products might be established 
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within the area. Another possibility for utilizing part of the displaced 
labor would be increasing livestock feeding and possibly the establish-
ment of a packing plant to use the fattened livestock. The adjustment 
study indicates that there will be increasing numbers of stocker cattle. 
being used, thus there would not be a lack of stockers available for 
feeding. 
A technological development which could keep part of the poten-
tially displaced labor in the area is increased adoption of irrigation 
in farming. The problem here is lack of water at reasonable costs. 
However, if a supply can be developed to provide water at reasonable 
costs, irrigated farming could be increased and some potentially dis-
placed agricultur~l labor would remain employed. Many of the nonfann 
firm managers in the area foresee irrigation as a great benefit to .. the 
area in terms of economic activity. 
The three possibilities for employing the labor displace.d by ag-
ricultural adjustments would provide for economic development w:f.thin 
the area where economic development is taken to mean increasing total 
'' ' 
economic activity. The resource adjustments in the agricultural and 
nonagricul_tural sectors provide increasing returns to resources. How-
ever, the higher returns to resources involves a decline in total eco-
nomic activity. In order to increase total economic activity the dis-
placed human resources must be be re-employed or new resources brought 
into the area. Creation of new jobs which employ much of the displaced 
labor would provide Southwestern Oklahoma with increased economic acti-, 
vity and enable the area to contribute to the total economic growth of 
the state and nation. 
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.APPENDIX A, TABLE I 
BASIC_F.ARM.MACHINERY .FOR .SOUT.HW.E.ST.ERN .. OKLAHOMA: NEW COST, 
USE .. LIFE, ANL" ANNUAL .DERRE.CIAT.ION Ti'OR. 
T.WO AND FOUR;ROi MACHINERY·. 
2-Row 4-Row 
New. . Use Annual New .Use ... Annual 
Item Cost Life De:ereciat.ion . Cost. Life .. De.12reciation 
$ yrs. $ '$ y.rs. $ 
Tractor 4,400 10 440 5,500 10 500 
Moldboard. plow. 320 15 21 460 15 31 
One-way plow H5 15. 38 1,000 15 67 
Spiketoo.th harrow 330 15 22 600 15 40 
Planter .. 340 .15 23 700 15 41 
Cultivator 300 15 20 675 15 45 
Tool bar 312 15 21 .550 15 31 
Grain drill 605 15 40 605 15 40 
Power mower. 342 10 34 342 10 34 
Side delivery rake 350 10 35 350 10 21 




BREAKDOWN. OF-PROJECTED .. CUSTO:t-LCHARGES INTO. LABOR~. FUEL AND LUBRICANTS:, REPAIRS 










11/6 Total Charge. 
21110 Total Charge. 









Fuel and Depre- Machinery 
Lubricants Repairs.· . ciation. .Interest Owners 
Risk & Overhead 
$149,986- - $499,954 $62311 751 $188,078 $ 919,115 
357,111 615,727 964,199 366,039 1, 764~932 
300,894 322,084 885,731 283,943 1,385,809 
158,385 118-789 158,385 316,770 78.3,625 
966,992 1,5929554 2,632,066 1,154,830 4,853,481 





AP.PEND IX, B, TAB.LE II. 
BREAKDOWN OF PRESENT CUSTOM CHARGES, INTO.-LABOR, FUEL AND 
... LUBRI.CANTS .• __ REPAIRS .• _ .DEPRECIATION, .INTEREST 
AND .. RETURNS TO MACHINE OWNER'S RISK 
ANDi OVERHEAD. 
Item % of TotaL.Char.ge 1 Cha~ge 
Total Ch,rges 100.0 $9,207,000 
Labol:' 21.9 2,016,333 
Fuel & Lubricants 6.7 616.869 
Repairs 2 
2 
} 30.0 2,762,100 
Deprecia,_tion 
Interest 8.0 736,560 
Returns to" Owrier '· s '· 
Risk and .Overhead 33.4 3,975,138 
1 Based.upon.perc;~nt1;1~~s obtained in Appendix B, Table I. 
2 -
Combined as both items are purchased from machinery dealers 
and repair. shops. ' · · · · 
APPENDIX .. B.., .. PART .. I I .. 
The metho.d.used. to.determine ... tbe .... change .. in ... labor .. re.quired .. fo.r .. cus.tom. 
work is . as.....follows: ·· 
Ratio of labor .. cost ... in .. custom::..work .. to. totaL cost. . .of .... custom. 
work. .. .fo.r .. p.roje.cte.d._s{t.uat.um. .. .(..see ... Table .. 1 ··.of Appe11di1 B) • 
. CU$t.om Labo.r Cost 
TQtaL Cost .. Custom. 
· Work . 
$ 3,186.437 = .219 
$14,.519,. 771 
Ratio of. cus.tom..labor~ cost. .. to .. hours ... of ... custom. labor. (As.s.ume. 
cus.tom . ..labo.r :t.e.ce.ives. an .. a:v..erage · of . ...$.L.15. .... per .... hour) 
To find: 
1) 
Ifours of Custom Labor 
Cuijtom Labor Charge 
2,658,852 = .834 
$3,186,437 
1 TotaL .value .. o.f. custom, .. work. for .. pres~nt __ si-tuati.on.:. 
To.tal .value custom work · $9,.206,;816 
Subject .. to_adjustmentP 6.628.,908 
Not subj ect .... to ... adj.ustments. 2.,571, 908 
124 
2) Total labor involved with custom work for present.situation:· 
:$9,206,816 X 0~219 = 2,016,293 . 
2,.016,.293-X .. 0 ... 834 =.= 1,681.,S88~hours ... or .. 673 .. 2 
· ·· full-time men 
3) Present labor involved ... with custom.work.not .subject. to 
adjustments. 
$2,577,908 X 0.219 = 
5~4,562_X .. 0.834 = 
564,562 
470,845 hours or.188 2 
. full-time men · 
4) .Total value of custom work after 
Subject to adjustments 
3 agricultural adjustments: 
$20,112,000 
Not . subject .. to .. adjustments ... 
Total value. custom-work .. 
2,578,000 
22,690,000 
5) Total labor involved with custom work after adjustmen·ts: 
$22,690,000 X 0 .• 219. = 4,969,110 
4,969,110 X 0.834 = 4,144,238 hours or 16582 
full:..t:ime men 
1see Table II page 40 of text. 
2 
Full-time hired man is assumed to work 2500 hours per year. 















~ND.IX C, TABLE I 
DETERMINING ... AVERAGE.-FAMIL! SIZE.-.lll 
.SOUTl\WSDRN:"'..OnAHOMA' .19601 .• 
White Non-White 
Persons · Number· Persons Number 
Per of Per. of 
Family Families Family Families 
2.86 6168 3.83 127 
3.15 9022 4.74 8.20 
3.40 22,853 4.25 2122 
3.04 2621 4.68 124 
2.98 9735 3.41 496 
2.78 2945 3.34 107 
3.01 1910 4.33 107 
3.26 8729 3.87 501 
2.89 5080 4.34 337 
3.02 4768 3.89 532 
3.20' 5335 4.02 57 
1 Data from U. S. Census. of .• Population, .. 1960. 
Total Population 
Total Number of Families 
271,478 
. ;: 





. APPENDIX D, TABLE I 
. DATA USED lN REGRESSIO:fF ESTIMATES AND. SOURCES 
Government · Volume Employment 1 3 
·. . 1 Emplpyment trade in 2 3 . in R.W. & S. ' Pop.ulat ion 
<Ls> 
R.W. & S. ' 
(L3) (Pl' (Cl 
County Year ($1,000) 
Comanche 1960 .. 90,803 4,784 126,793 12,631 
Grady II 29,590 1,466 49,445 5,350 
Jackson n 29,73.6. 1,216 55,987 4,432 
Beckham .. II 17, 78.2 623 34,555 3,714 
Caddo II 28,621 1,350 42,276 4,099 
Cotton II 8,031 4.29 15,971 1,129 
Kiowa II 14,825 578 30,720 2,625 
Greer II 8,877 542 15,593 1,490 
Harmon " 5,852 257 11,714 907 
Tillman. " 14,654 584 29..,.360 2,268 
Washita ti 18,121 647 16,534 1,998 
Comanche 1950 55,165 2,539 88,148 8,841 
Grady II 34,872 1,084 41,122 5,135 
Jackson II 20,082 611 36,085 3,328 
Beckham II 21,627 5:J,6 34,957 3,873 
Caddo II 34,913 1,016 3611834 3,900 
Cotton " 10,180 317 131)813 1,163 
Kiowa II 18,926 583 29,639 2,855 
Greer II 11,749 430 12,930 1,440 
Harmon ti 8,079 243 llv506 980 
' 
Tillman II 17,598 503 28,400 2,413 
Washita ti 1711657 499 161)763 2,200 
!source: U.S. Census of Po2ulation for 1950 and 1960 
2 Source: Census of Business for 1948, 1954, 1958, and 1963. Vols. 
dealing with Retail Trade, Wholesale Trade and Selected Services. In-
dexed using the Consumer Price Index 1957-59 = 100 0 
3Retail, wholesale and service sales subsector. 
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APPENDIX·· D, TABLE.• I· (continued) 
Personal. Personal 
Total Non- Income to 
I . • , 
Income to 
No~-Rural 1 Agricultural ~mployment 2.:,3 Government 
Population Employment! in Rr.W.& S. Employees 
(P2) (L2) (Y3) (Y5) 
County Year ($1,000) ($1,000) 
Comanche 1960 87,036 18,695 29,382 106,3'27 
Grady II 23,387 8,326 15,080 3,604 
Jackson ii 26,564 6,070 12,848 18,304 
Beckham If 14,108 4,838 10,100 3;191 
Caddo II 21,858 6,,221 14,0~l 4,974 
Cotton. II 6,030 1,826 3,317 873 
Kiowa II 11,146 3,557 7,949 1,596 
Greer II 6,714 2,204 3,880 1,465 
Hannon II 3,837 1,254 3,.884 616 
Tillman II 10,861 3,256 8,694 1,735 
Washita w· 12,276 2,731 8,897 13,829 
Comanche 1950 13,195 49,849 
Gra,:ly II 11,230 1,880 
Jackson fl 8,942 . 1,699 
Beckham II 9,267 962 
Caddo II 10,473 4,136 
Cotton II 3,134 643 
Kiowa II 7,859 1,800 
Greer It 4,117 821 
Harmon n 3,922 617 
Tillman II 8,887 .. 1,036 
Washita II 7,755 1,008 
1sourice~ U. s. Census of Population_ for 1950 and 1960. 
2 
Source~ County Building Block Data ill Regional Analysis: . Oklahoma. 
3Retail, wholesale and service sales subsector. 
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.. AP.P.ENDIX .D, TABLE II 
.·, DAT.AAND:.SOURCES" .;.: PRESENT' SITUATION''(1960) ····. · 
(P) (P ) 1 (P 2) (L) (L) 
Tota11 1 Nonfarm 1 1 Farm 2 Total Agri. County .. Population· Population Population Emp loymefi t Employment 
13eckha~ 17,782 3,674 141)108 6,159 1,321 
Caddo 28,621 6,763 21,858 8,734 2,517 
Comanche 90,803 3,767 87,036 19,733 1,051 
Cotton 8,031 2,001 6,030 2,487 665 
Grady 29,590 6,203 23,387 10,048 1,730 
Greer ···8»877 2,163 6,714 2, 9.95 798". 
Harmon 5,852 2,015 3,837 2,004 750 
Jackson 29,736 3,172 26;564 7,378 1,312 
Kiowa 14,825 3,679 11,146 4,875 1,323 
Tillman 14,654 3,793 10,861 4,670 1,419 
Washita 18,131 5,845 12,286 4,616 1~885 
TOTAL 266,902 43,075 223,827 . 73,699 14,771 
1 
~ .. Census o.f. Popul<!,tion, 1960. Source: -
2 Includes Retired Population. 
APPENDIX D; .TABLE··'!! 
. 3 
{continued} 
(L2} (L3} CL4> (LS} 
1 Mining1 Consumer 
Goods & & 
Nonagri. Service .Manufacturing Government 
Enn>loxment E~lo:y:ment Enn>lovment Emp loment 
4,848 3,714 501 .6.23 
6,217 4;099 768 1,350 
18,682 12,631. 1,267 4,784 
1,822 1,129 264 429 
8,318 5,350 1,502 -1,466 
2,197 r"l,490 165 ,q -,542 
1,254 907 90 257 
6,066 4,432 408 1,226 
3,552 2,625 349 578 
3,251 2,268 399 584 
2,731 1,998 86 647 
5~,~28 40,643 5,799 12,486 
r --
























2s -ource: County Building 'Block J2!!.!_ for Regional Anal:y:sis: Oklahoma. 
3rncludes data for Becl(.bam, Ca-ddo, Comanche, Cotton, Grady, Greer, 
Harmon, Jackson, Kiowa, Till~n, and Wash1ita Counties • 
. _;, 
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APPENDIX' D~ .. '1'.ABLE;'.'II ; (conttn~ted)5·-. 
(Y .·) 
P2 
·cyp3> (Yp4) (Yp5) (YP6) 
1 Retail, Wholesale1 ' 2l;lining and1• 3 
. 1 1 4 Non.farm Government Retired Popu-' 
Personal And Service Firms · Manufacturing Personal lation Per-
Income . Personal Income , P;:i;:sonaJl Income Ini;;ome I I aan Ins::am1 
Cl»OOO) (1,000) (1,000) (1,0.00) (l,0_00) 
$ 22,095 $12,339 $ 3,048 $3,290 $ 3,418 
27,161 13,881 3,392 5,128 4,760 
171,537 ,4,6,849 7,496 109,6.24 7,568 
6,335 - ''3, 736 312 900 1,387 
32,295 .. 18,092 5,168 3,716 .5,319 
7,284 3,510 389. 1,510 l,815 
4,261 2,309 225 635 J,092 
40,895 16,450 1,976 :J.8, 87], 3,598 
14,846 8,950 1,460 1,645 2,791 
14,846 7,95.2 2,595. 1,7~9 2,510 
21,559 5,643 700 13,341 1,875 




1 '. . . . 
County: Building: Block•--~ !,2,!.;_Regional .Analysis:., .. O~lahoma.o. , .. · 
2 ·-·· ..... ······ . ... . . . 
Sum. of wages paid in Wholesale and Retail Trade Setvi-ces. 
Finance lnsurance and Real.Estates, Contract Construction, ... Public 
Utilities and 87o5 %.or Proprietor and Property Income. 
3sum of wages. p,aid .. in Mining and Manufacturing and 12 .5% of Pro-
prietor and Property Income. 
. . i 
4 . 
Transfer payments. 
5 Includes data for Beckham, Caddo, Comanche, ~otton, Grady, .Gree,F, 
Harmon~ Jackson, Kiowa, Tillman, and ~~shita Counties. 
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AEPENDIX. D,. .TABLE .. III 
RET.IRED. POPULATION ... (OVER_6Q). SOUTHWESTERN .• OKLA.a:O~ . 
.1940;. ~1950.:AND~'.196.0. . 
19401 19502 19603 
Retired. % Retired % Retired % 
County . ... Pop.ula.tion Total . .Pop.nlat.i.on .... Total. .. P.op.ulation_ Total 
Beckham z-~ 273 10·.25 2,969 13.73 3,566 20 .o5· 
Cadd.o 3,899 9.38 4,.695 13.45 4,868 17.00 
Comanche 3,141 8.06 4,339 7.87 5,937 6.54 
Cotton 1,290 10.00 1,472 14.47 1,595 19 .86 
Grady 4,020 9.78 4,973 14.27 5,747 19'.42 
Greer 1,436 9.87 1,709 14.55 2·,122 23.91 
Harmon 884 8.82 987 12.22 1,160 19.83 
Jackson 2,128 9.37 2,,759 13.74 3,374 11.34 
Kiowa 2,323 10.18 2,691 14 .:22 3,084 20.81 
Tillman ·1;949 9~39 2,405 13.65 2,726 18.61 
Washita 2.181 9 .79 2.285 12.95 2,417 13.33 
Total 25;524· · 9.46' 31,284 12.47 36,596 13 .71 
1 Source; u. s. Census of Population9 1940. 
2 Source; u. s. Census of Population, 1950. 





Procedures for. determining the. per ... capita conSWl'l)tion expenditures in 
Southwestern Oklahoma by: 
Ao Nonagricultural population 
Average family size 1 3.21 .. 
Family.expenditures_for.current .. consumption2 
Personal _insurance. expenditures .per family 
Contribution .. per. family 





Per capita,_consump.tion expenditures._'!'_total annual family expendi-
tures divided by average family size.or 
B. Agricultural population 
$4,144 • $1,290 
3.21 
Total annual nonagricultural family expenditures 
Agricultural family expenditure.adjustment~ 




Agricultural per capita expenditures• $3 1974 -•· $1,180 
3.21 
C. Total Popqlation. . 
(43.075)(1180) + (223.827)(1290) 
266,902 • $1,260 
1see Appendix c. 
2 Expenditure data are those given for Mangum,Oklahoma in Consumer 
Expenditures !!!!!_.Incomes. Small Cities ~ the Southern Region, !2.§!.. 
Bureau of Labor S.tatistics Report No. 237-75. 
3 The figure for contributions given by ~he Bureau of Labor Statistics 
is reduced. by 20 percent to account for contributions that go to agen-
c~es outside the study area. 
4see footnote .51 .• 
APPENDIX F 
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APP-ENDIX F, TABLE I 
NUMBER OF FIRMS BY CLASS OF TRADE IN COMANCHE, GRADY AND JACKSO_N COUNTIES, 1946 to 19631• 
Coin 
2 · 3 4 L&K' 
& 
Food A:e:earel G.M. F.F. & E. M.V. · Service ·Misc~ P.U. Total · 
1963-64 534 73 288 111 421 102 168 254 37 1,988· 
62-63 534 76 283 110. 418 103 167 254 39 1,984 
61-62 534 77 281 101 407 97 166 242 39 1,944 
60-61 · 535 76 273 98 392 94 158 229 39 1,894 
59-60 529 71 265 98 380 85 157 164 34 i,818 
58-59 539 69 269 92 367 86 164 169 39 1,794 
57-58 523 71 262 85 342 76 160 155 38 1,712 
56-57 509 70 261 82 329 78 155 156 32 1,672 
55-56 515 69 255 77 318 82 159 161 32 1,668 
54-55 527 69 249 75 304 81 158 141 29 1,633 
53-54 533 72 249 78 297 78 156 137 27 1,627 
52-53 546 69 244 74 300 79 155 138 28 1,633 
51-52 561 63 245 71 297 79 151 133 29 1,629 
50-51 577 58 243 71 293 77 150 144 28 1,641 
49-50 577 57 252 72 286 71 154 152 29 1,650 
48-49 583 51 250 74 282 65 153 160 27 1,645 
47-48 591 48 253 68 282 69 149 173 26 _1,659 
46-47 595 48 261 59 290 76 150 208 44 1,731 
1 . 
From annual Oklahoma Sales Tax Report of Oklahoma Tax Connnission. 
2 . 
General Merchandise. 




I-' Lumber and Materials. w ..... 
APPENDIX F, .TABLE II 
NUMBER OF FIRMS BY CLASS OF TRADE IN BECKHAM, CADDO, COTTON, GREER, HARMON, KIOWA 
TILL.MAN AND WASHITA COUNTIES, 1946 TO 19631. 
Coin 
2 . 3 4 L&~ · Service 
& 
Fo_o_d A22arel · G.M. F .F •. & E. M.V. Misc. p .u. Total 
1963-64 587 64 384 107 483 102 198 324 30 2,219 
62-63 596 63·. 392 103 487 100 201 312 32 2,286 
61-62 629 66 402 102 502 97 210 302 34 2,344 
60-61 641 63 398 100 488 99 215 290 35 2,329 
59-60 644 58 397 ·92 486 92 20.2 265 35 2,271 
58-59 639 64 393 90 483 85 203 236 43 2,236 
57-58 640 61 401 85 489 78 · 187 236 49 . 2,226 
56-57 648 60 423 85 490 78 186 235 46 2,251 
55-56 655 59 443 82 513 77 188 234 50 2,301 
54-55 690 62 450 81 502 74 · ·. 186 230 46 2,321 
53-54 696 60 446 74 509 69. 190 229 45 2,318 
52-53 718 62 461 69 517 71 199 229 43 2,369 
51-52 750 60 479 68 . 522 69. 201 227 48 2,424 
50-51 775 57 481 68 532 75 199 236 50 2,473 . 
49-50 773 53 483 69 520 71 198 269 50 2,486 
48-49 759 52 . 484 67 522 65 186 301 43 ·._ 2,.479 
47-48 736 52 471 67 502 66 177 318 48 2,437 
46-47 701 48 485 70 508 96 183 402 98 2,591 
1 From Annual Oklahoma Sales Tax Report of Oklahoma Tax Commission. 
2 . " . 
General Merchandise. 
3 Furniture, Fixtures and E.quipment. 
4 Motor Vehicle. 
5 . 





C ON. F LD ... E. N. T LA. L . 
. Bouthwest .Area .Adj us.tments 
Agricultural Economics ~esearch 
. Oklahoma State University 
General: 
(A) type. o.£ J3usiness 
il) .Food. .and. beverage 
(2) Fur.nitur.e., .equipment, and.repairs 
,(3) Clothing. and clothing services 
(4) Gener.al merchandise 
(5) Transportation 
(6) Agricultural production inputs 
(7) Building mat.erials 
(8) Services 
(B) Name of Business 
(C) Location - ... 
II. Major Firm Characteristics: 
(A) Number of Employees 
(1) Full,-time hired ----
(2) Part-time hired ----
(3) Family 
(B) Volume of Business {~pprox. Gross Receipts) $ ______ _ 
140 
141 
(C) TctaL.Capital in Business 
(1) Fixed 
(2) .Working----
(D) ... Stor.e Area .(Sq •. Ft .. ). and .Bldg •. Age. ___________ _ 
(1) Star.age .or.shop .capacity, e.tc. ____________ _ 
... (2) .. Number. of :vehicles. _____ __,.-------.------
... (1) .Other _____________________ _ 
(E) . Year .. busines.s . was established;..._ ______________ ..,. 
(F.),. Year .. cui:r.ent. management started. ______________ _ 
(G) .Maj or pr.oducts . or .s.ervic.es. provide.d ______________ _ 
,,· 
(H) Sources of supply '(lo.cations, firm, etc.) _________ _ 
lIIo Trade Area Information: -
(A) Customers or families served 
;..._ ______________ _ 
(B) Percent of. Business with: 
Far.m .. Cus.t. Non-Farm Cust. 
(1), Percent o.f .. Customers 
(2) Percent Gro.s.s Receipts ___ _ 




_ ,(CJ . What perce.nt of your farlil customers come from the following 
distances: 
Less ., than 5 mi._ 5"'."15 mi ._ 15-25 mi._ Over 25 mi._ 
(D). What. _percent. of your nonfarm customers come from the following 
distances: , 
Local ___ 1-15 mi•.___;. 15'"'.'.25 .mi._···_ Over 25 .. mi ._ 
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IV. , Competiton: 
(A) Who do you consider your main competitors in this town: (Name 
or type of firm) 
(]3) .,.Ra.te .your .. Fi.rm .to ... Competitors (with respect to volume of sales, 
th II f i II II II t ) .o .. er .. me.asur.es o .. s ze, ... acceptanc.e, e c •. 
(C) Approximate mumber of competitors in trade are you serve. __ _ 




(E) What do you consider the reason for the above change? __ ~--~-
145 
V. Business ~~ ,and Ejficiency: 
(A) Given size of .building and number of employees you have, what 
~ould. be the--
(1) No. of c.ust.omers needed for satsifactory .".profits?" __ _ 
.(2) The volume of .business. (gross sales)? 
(3) The amount of fixed capital? 
(4) the .. amount of working capital? 
(B) What do. you consider profits? _______________ _ 
(C) What percent of your working capital is borrowed? _____ _ 
(D) What percent of fixed capital is borrowed or rented? -----
(E) Do you have sufficient capital available to you to o.perate 
your business the way you th.ink is most profitable? ____ _ 
If no, how much more capital do you f~,el you need? ____ _ 
Comments~--~---~----------------------~-----~~---
VI. Future Expecta_tions: 
(A) Do you feel that there are too many competitors for t_he. present 
volume of business in the area you serve? ________________ ___ 
Explanation:~-----~-----------------------~--~~--~ 
146 
(B) How many cotii.petitors.do you.expect to have' in: 
' 
(1) 5 years ___ _ 
(2) 10 .y.ears ___ _ 
(3) . 15 years ___ _ 
.{C) What .. size of ,bus.ines.s will .. be necessary in: 
.Volume Number of. Customers Capital 
(1) 5 years $ ___ _ 
· (2) 10 years $ ___ _ 
_ (3) 15 years $ ___ _ 
(D) . Ho:w:. do you believe .. agriculture. might change. in this area in 
the next 10. years? ___________________ _ 
(E) Would you be able .t.o stay.in business in the same location if: 
(1) one-fourth of the f.arm customers in the area are lost? -
(2) one-half ----
(3) three-fourths ----
(F) If one-half of the farm customers are lost, which of the fol-
lowing would you follow: 
(1) Change location __ ~~-~~---....... -------------~ 
(2) Expand firm size ----~-------------------~ 
(3) Retire -------------~------~---------~ 
(4) Sell out and seek other employment . 
........ ---~~----------
(If yes, what field) ~~-------------------~ 
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